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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1967

We Endorse Patterson

15c

School Boy Shot

(Editorial)

We endorse J. 0. Patterson, who are ready and willing,
Jr. — A Man of Action, Ex- whole-heartedly to see to it
perience and Progress.
that these needs are met.
The coming October 5 elec- It is a knowledgeable fact
tion marks a crucial, point that the name Patterson has
in the history of Memphis and for more than twenty years
West Tennessee. The stage has been synonynjous with public
been set and each candidate service, love, and concern for
is busy spouting rhetoric and its fellowman. It has also
election promises that everyone been synonymous with responsiis aware that he may or may ble business and civic leaderThe monthly meetings of Pre-1
not keep. The candidate elect- ship.
cincts
3 and 4 in Ward 21 will
Patterson
is
a
ed will, to a great extent, de- Attorney
A 17-year-old boy was shot 127 W. Person was shot in
termine the political trends, founding father of the Goodwill
be combined this month and
in the arm last Friday after- the right elbow by Eddie
a
member
of
Boys
Club,
the
policies and practices of the
will be held on Thursday night, noon as he was leaving Doug- Buckles, 48.
of 304 W. Dison.
state and local government in Rehabilitation Board, Memphis
Sept. 14, in the home of Mr. las High School, and police
the near future. These men are Department of Housing, a
and Mrs. Charlie F. Morris have arrested one of his class- When Buckles came to the
not elected by a political ma- State Representative, Shelby
mates in connection with the house, he found MI s. Harris
of 981 Alaska st. at 8 p.m.
chine. They are elected by the County District 6, 85th Geneincident.
away, then sat on the porch
served
Assembly
where
he
ral
votes of individual citizens.
All candidates for public ofand %%aited for her with his
The
victim
was
However, the most important on the following committees;
Rufus
Walfice, with the exception of those
thing is for one to decide Correctional Institutions; Judiopposing Mr. Morris for coun- lace, 17, of 3040 Shannon ave. pistol.
and
Welfare and
within himself which candidate ciary; Labor;
cilman from District 7, are in- In Juvenile Court while the As she
was getting out of the
Employment Security.
will serve him best.
vited to speak. The voting investigation
cont inues
is automobile at 12:45 a.m. SunOne of the persons who we He is also an originator and
public is invited to attend the Larry Branch, 16, of 1514 day, Buckles
began shooting.
need to represent us in our primary force behind the movemeeting.
Orr st.
Suffering
from
the bullet
new Mayor-Council form of ment to enclose the dangerous
Mrs. Alma Morris is chair- According to
WILLIS
AND
BACKER Finance
A.
Hotel last Thursday night.
police, the wound, Mrs. Harris got back
Committee,
government is Attorney J. 0. open sewers and drainage
State Representative A. W.
Maceo Walker during openMr. Willis is one of seven man of Precinct 3, and Mrs. Branch boy was wailing for in the car, which was driven
Patterson, Jr., a man who is ditches that exist throughout Willis,
Jr.,
is
shown
here
campaign
headcandidates
seeking the post Katie Sexton chairman of young Wallace when he left away. After going about a
ing
of
his
not only qualified for the posi- the city of Memphis, and the with the
the school gymnasium about half
block, she
got
out
co-chairman of his
quarters in the King Cotton
Precinct 4.
of mayor of Memphis.
membr
is
a
attorney
young
tion of Councilman from Dist4:30, and an argument develop- and called police.
rict 7 but who is chained to of th Memphis and Shelby
ed
Buckles was arrested and has
the
civic
responsibility
of County Bar Association.
The two began struggling been charged with assault
serving the community.
There are two well establishwith each other, and a third to murder.
Mr. Patterson, a life long ed businesses in the Memphis
student,
Nathaniel Stevens of
resident of Memphis, and a community which boast of hav3006 Shannon, tried to sepamember of the law firm of ing him as Executive Vice
rate the two and suffered
Patterson and Hall, has dem-- President, namely, J. 0. Fune. 'iruised arm.
onstrated his interest in civic ral Home and the Tennessee
Following the scuffle,
and political activities and has Funeral System.
More than 300 persons over- to work together, because this
Branch pulled a pistol and shot
shown his dedication to the Alert, open-minded citizens flowed the ballroom of the is one of the few cities in the
the Wallace boy in the arm. 'De montly meeting of the
proposition of representation who want to move ahead can King Cotton hotel last Thursday country that can move off dead Rev. J. L. Netters, candidate Board of Education.
for cuncilman from District Earlier in
the
summer, The victim .was carried to Associated Barbers of Memphis
and service for all persons. recognize quality and sincerity. night for the opening of the
Williamson
announced the
center at this time," he de- 6, is on a hand-shaking tour Rev.
hospital,
and
Branch will be held at Centenary
headquarters for
However, critics of Mr. Pat- And we believe that J. 0. campaign
of
the
area
he
for
hopesto
repcouncilman
from
District arrested and turned over to Methodist church at the corner
e
xemplifies
clared.
r.
J
State Representative A. W.
terson, would like for one to Patterson,
resent in the first years of the 6, but withdrew in favor of Juvenile Court.
of Mississippi and Alston on
believe that he is not qualified qualities which characterized Willis, a candidate for mayor of Other speakers and the pro- mayor-council form of govern- Rev. Netters.
Mem- the city of Memphis in the Oct.
Sunday, Sept. 17, at 4, and
councilman
of
type
the
In
another
incident
to run for the position for
which
Rev. Netters has been enfessions they were speaking ment.
business will be
important
5 election.
occurred
on
which he seeks because of a phis needs.
Sunday,
a
47Last Sunday, Rev. Netters dorsed by a number of organidiscussed.
Mickle,
were
Rev.
John
for
year-old
woman
was shot
minor residential controversy.
spoke at Greater New Salem zations in recent weeks. The
Representatives from nearly
pastor of Second Congregation- Baptist
But, the Shelby County electkn
church
p astored first organization to support when a friend of hers waited Candidates from the mayor's
every field of endeavor were
for her after he found her and board of education races
commission has ruled that lie is
on hand to speak in support al church, ministers; Dr. Mi- by Rev. G. B. Brown, and at him officially was the Baotist
away from home when he will speak to those present.
a resident of District 7.
Pastors'
Alliance,
comprised
Lane
Avenue
Baptist
of Mr. Willis, and both Negroes chael Osborne. assistant pro- the
came to visit late last Satur- The general public is invited.
With this matter settled, each
and whites said they were fessor of speech and drama at church, of which Rev. J. of 136 ministers and 75 of the day night. city's
leading
churches.
James A. Bradfield is presiWilliams
is
citizen should consider his
W.
pastor,
and
backing him in the race "13a- Memphis State university, prowhich Mrs. Ernestine Harris of dent of the organization.
abilities, and the prop-is:4s
, cause he is the best qualified fessors; Mrs. Linnie Garret,both congregations gave him a Other organizations
greater ovation and a big have endorsed him are the
that he will carry out.
, man running."
beautician, precii,vt. leaders:
Shadowlawn Community club,'
financial boost."
In his announcement, he has
I The master of ceremonies for A. Maceo Walker, president of
of the largest contribu- Mrs. Luke McFields. president:
One
stated that upon election he
the program was Rufus Thomas Universal Life Insurance comhe has received so fir the Pine Hill Community club
will work for, among otner
an internationally known en- pany and co-chairman of the tions
for his campaign has t),!on Robert Renfro pissident; the
things: (1) the lin provern ent
OR.ANGEBURG. S.C. — tertainer and disc jockey for Willis Finance Committee, busi- from his home church, Olivet 50th Ward Civiticlub, Johnt'
and correction of our City
nessmen, and Herbert Robin- Baptist
A Chaplain's Corps has been Radio Station WDIA.
church
at
270 Coleman president; and the
Health f a ci lities—especially
son, principal of Caldwell Ele- Calhoun, pastored by Rev. Ministers Mutual Association,
An
invocation
was
given
by
John Gaston and Gailor Clinic: organized at South Carolina Rev. James Lawson, pastor mentary school. principals.
E. W. Williamson, who is seek- Rev. E. W. Williamson, presi(2) The elimination of unfair State College to minister of Centenary Methodist chtach,
ing election to the Memphis dent.
spiritual
needs
of
the
to
the
employment practices in city
Mrs. Alma Morris, campaigA
of
the and following the singing
The Rev. James M. Lawson'platform and plans for raising
Banner,"
manager
of Charlie F. 111)rris,
government; (3) Provision of students enrolled during
"The
Star Spangled
.1r
is expected to receive'campaign expenses.
adequate year round recrea- academic year now starting. an appeal for workers was barbers; Atty. Marvin Ratner,
strong support from young,
Six local ministers repcounty
tional facilities for all comPeete,
lawyers;
Floyd
voters in his bid for a seat' Contributions to Rev. Mr.
corn munions made by Rev. Harold Mi,idleresenting
Fanion,,
Gerald
munities; (4) The upgrading
brook, assistant pastor of Mid- employees;
on
the Memphis Board of Lawson may be sent to him at
of
the
stuwith
which
most
Coby
of our police and fire departm e m b e rs;
NAACP
Education from
dents are affiliated have die Baptist church.
Position 5 Centenary Methodist Church,
Mrn.
people;
ments, and the elimination of
Introduced by Dr. Vac3 A Smith, young
because
he
reminds
them of 878 Mississippi Blvd.
been tapped for this innopolice brutality; (5) ContinuaMahaffey White, community
the late President Kennedy. The young minister candidate
vation in religious counseling Smith after others had given
ElizaMrs.
workers;
tion of his plan to enclose all
service
their testimony, Atty. Willis
They see him as an energetic said he expects strong supon the campus.
cab drivers; Robert
of the city's open sewers and
and aggressive candidate, ad- port from city school teachers
Acting President M. Maceo spoke for less than 10 minutes beth Shaw,
attack.
making
the
were
stabbed
with
Two
men
drainage ditches that have Nance, Jr. announced that
Ratcliffe, newsmen; Mrs. DavHe said that his campaign
during the past weekend in An argument of several hours mire his leadership ability and and announced that he pl:ins
claimed the lives of so many the Reverend Harold Roid Coulter, housewives; Mrs.
two separate incidents, and duration was blamed for the are swayed by his personality greeting and shaking hands
was not an ordinary one, but
children; (6) The establishment land, pastor of New Mount
Floyd Newsum, plant workers;
with all of them.
two women have been arrested stabbing of Calvin Eugene and oratory.
a crusade. -The people will
teacnTurner,
Allawrence
and maintenance of a healthy Zion Baptist Church and an
Mrs.
Lauderdale. They consider him the man A telephone committee, headassault
to
of
557
S.
charged
with
Sims,
45,
and
find it out on Oct. 5.business climate to attract alumnus of S. C. State,
ers: Mrs. Dorothy Ballard, murder.
Held for the cutting was for this position and are ed by Mrs. James Byas
Mr. Willis said that the other domestic
Charles
workers;
new industry to Memphis; (7) was elected by the group
Horace Lacey, 48, of 1000 his wife, Mrs. Willis Lee Sims, organizing to help get out the Jr., is shaping up.
candidates
are
being
run
by
and
legislators;
To support all city-county code to serve as its chairman.
Burch, state
vote in his behalf on Oct. 5. Robert M. Ratcliffe, coMosby st. was stabbed in the 38, of the same address.
requirements for improvin4 It will be his responsibility others, and that he is an inde- Mrs. Eunice Carruthers, busi- lower part of the stomach Mrs. Sims was taken to John Meanwhile, Rev. Mr. Law- chairman of the Lawson camsubstandard housing; and (8) to coordinate
Corps pendent office seeker. He pre- ness women.
the
last Friday afternoon about Gaston hospital, where he was son met with members of his paign, said contributions are
The establishment of equias
services
are dicted that he will get more
c a mpaign
com- needed to help pay the cost
p.m., and was in such found o be suffering from tab integrated
2:30
table
and peaceful race re- needed by the College. A than 51 per cent of the votes Platform guests were intro- an
intoxi cated
condition wounds in the left hand, left mittee last week and dis- of printing literature and airlations.
schedule listing hours when to be cast here Oct. 5, and duced by State Representa- that he was unable to tell shoulder and the left side cussed
p r oposals for
his ;ng the candidate on TV.
will put tive Russell B. Sugarmon, Jr., what happened.
Our city needs qualified eh- each
cooperating
minister that his victory
back.
his
of
one of Mr. Willis' law partners. Following an investigation, The incident occurred about
termined men who recognize will be in the chaplain's -Memphis on the map."
the needs of the people and office has been prepared.
"All of the people have got He recognized the current officers arrested Mrs. Elizabeth 8:15 p.m. last Saturday night.
candidates for various offices Hollis, 37, and charged her He is listed in fair condition.
a
scattered in the audience

Precincts Plan

Meeting

Douglass Student Is
not By Classmate

Workers Claim Willis 'Candidate Embarks On
Is 'Best Candidate'
A Handshaking Tour

Barbers To Meet
At Centenary

SCS College

Forms Corps

Young Voters To Give
Rev. Lawson Support

Of Chaplains

Men Women's Victims

In Stabbing Incidents

Atty. Murphy Martha Jean Will Fly
Here For Fashion Show
Will Open

CI,

Mrs. Martha Jean Steinberg,
former Memphis Radio Personality now equally popular in
radio circles in Detroit, will
be flying to Memphis to
Atty. I. H. Murphy, candi- "Narrate Fashions In Splencouncilman from dor."
for
date
District 6, will open his, cam- On Sunday. Oct 1. Mrs.
headquarters on Steinberg, who appeared on
paign
14,
Thursday
night, Sept.
NBC television show "Girl
blvd.,
Mississippi
at
1325
Talk," is scheduled to appear
at 8 p.m.
on the Johnny Carson Show
lawyer in November and the Mik3
The 3 8 - y e ar-old
platform Douglas Show in December.
his
o u tline
will
during the meeting, and candi- She is also recording an
dates for other city officers album of Spoken Words for
are invited to come by and Columbia Records, scherbllefl
Anake -short speeches.
for release on The Epic Liibf,

Campaign HQ

3,44

*At-,
INGRAM IN ACTION —
Mayor William B. Ingram
Jr. opened his campaign
headquarters in the downtown
area on Monday at noon, and

here he is seen shaking hands
with Mrs. Leland Atkins,
as other well-wishers stand
in line. During his speech
Mayor Ingram said oppon

ents
who
do
not have
answers for questions he
raises are accusing him of
bickering. Hundreds were
present for the ceremony.

Hughes will entertain guests
between scenes. The show is
scheduled for Sunday, Octaber
1, in the Sheraton-Peabody Continental Room at 5:00 P.M.
Tickets may be obtained by
calling Mrs. Julia Atkins at
276-3761 or Mrs. Rushton Henley at 525-7783.

Mr. Murphy said he will sometime in January.
expect to win the office on the High Fashions is the talk
basis of his training and among Las Doce Amigas mem
I experience.
hers who are preparing for the
"Fall
Fashions
In
Serving as his campaign club's
Young, Splendor," which will feature
is
Isaac
manager
Standard styles from Eunice of Mempresident
of
phis, and many others. SimEnterprises.
plicity and elegance will be
Workers are expected to viewed in designs ranging from
make reports during the meet- casual to day-time and draing.
matic evening wear.
Refreshments will be served. The Voice of Mr. Roz:s11 MARTHA JHAN STEINBERG

The Rev. James M. Lawson,
Jr. (seated), a candidate for
a seat on the Memphis Board
of Education from Position
S. goes over his proposed
platform with Robert M.
Ratcliffe, co-chairman of the

Lawson campaign. Rev. Ittr.
Lawson is pastor of lentenary Methodist Church and
Mr. Ratcliffe is public relations director and alumni officer for LeMoyne College.
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NAACP Chiefs
Predict Results
Of Militancy

Civil Service Office
Sets P. O. Clerk Exams

Teachers Attacked By Parents

NEW YORK - Angry HarlemtCourt Sept. 26 and was releas- scheduled before the court the negotiating teams still were
demands
residents waded into an all- ed.
appearance by UFT president I far apart on salary
t
agreemen
Six patrolmen and a serto
closer
white line of picketing teachers
were
but
Albert Shenker.
issues,
the
on
Will
Donald L. Swanson, Regional not be considered qualified Tuesday and attempted to rip geant were assigned to the
education
The board of
The police quickly
school.
for carrier positions in which
Director, Post Office Depart
as
the
the
and
scuffle
is
the
occurred
up
broke
incident
operation
vehicle
e
Th
"th
motor
meat. has announced that I required.
striking teachers returned to guard was not increased,
United
the Chicago Board of
By late morning, there was
filleu
picket lines throughout the city
The positions being
Civil Service Examin- from this examination are — with the largest school sys- still no word from either the
State
,
or the
era, is accepting apt) eations mostly full time positions and tern in the nation — for the Board of Edu_ation
Of the six persons listed below, which would
A ranking official in the the U.S. as being "morally
amid predictions United Federation of Teachers
day
second
nature.
career
orlof
Clerk
to fill Substitute
NAACP said yesterday that bankrupt"
from their leaders the walkout on the effectiveness of the walkbe your choice as Mayor of Memphis?
positions
Carrier
the new wave of black mili- Steven Kidd, youth division Substitute
would be 100 per cent effective, out.
tancy springing from the ranks'program director, charged that in all First or Second -Class
one man was arrested in On Monday about 46,000 of
Imgrane
Mayor William
of youthful members of the Wilkins it "the most paranoie I Post Offices in the State.
the Harlem outbreak, the first the system's 58,000 teachers
could leader black people have"
organization
rights
since the walkout began Mon- stayed home or walked the
"severely damage or bring new
A written test is required
Hunter Lane
day, outside controversial in- picket lines.
youth
the
said
group
Taylor
life" to the country's oldest
addiplanned
City
one
York
New
this
The
on
201.
School
eligibility
e
and
termediat
win shortly release a position
civil rights organization.
Henry Loeb
qualify
school was the center of a tional court action Tuesday in
to be submitted to the examination c o u Id
The official, who asked not paper
to make permanent
an
attempt
ago
year
a
dispute
ng
prolonged
condemni
Nations,
United
a person for employment.
to be identified, made retemporary injunction against
Bill Morris
-the systematic genocide
MILWAUKEE — Whites and when Negro parents demanded a
ference to the open housing.' • •
the boycott.
adand
persons
teachers
on
Negro
d
that
country
by
this
tne
said,
more
committe
but
Swanson
again,
clashed
Negroes
marches being conducted by :
the Indians, and the cnslave- already on Illinois Post Office skirmish was quickly quelled ministrators and a voice in The UFT, which defied the
Pete Sission
Youth Council members. in
injuction issued Sunday, was
ment, genocide, and continued
may by police during still another determining policy.
registers
Milwaukee, and to the out.
-Carrier
Clerk
Supreme
State
subjugation of black people."
power advocate II. Rap to appear in
burst directed against NAACP :
their eligibil‘ty to march into this city's Southside Black
A.W. Willis
paper, he saki, would also now extend
open Brown, who had been scheduled Court to show cause why the
an
for
push
massive
a
in
Executive Director Roy wii.The
OfPost
Illinois
additional
made
be
not
should
stan
to
the
ask
prohibitio
Nations
United
shortCheck Only On•
kins by the New York branch:
in housing law, it was learned to visit the area, arrived
tion observers in the I nited fice registers or re-compete
lv after order had been restored permanent.
Moil to the Popularity Poll
Tuesday.
late
youth division.
ourthe
for
on
examinati
this
States.
with some The union was expected to
quietly
spoke
Tri-State Defender
and
e
Milwauke
youth
of
their
president
The
Later Tuesday',
legal counter attack
a
on pose of im proving
d
in
involved
also
mount
the
commente
Observers
Negroes
the
of
Office Box 311
Post
a
chapter in New York. Gerald
Mayor Henry Maier made
tone of the Milwaukge de- score.
by trying to get the schools I
attack.
Memphis, Tenn.
and
38101
white
citizens,
Taylor, issued an attack on the
for
about closed on grounds of health and
monstrations, which many con- Eligibles will be certified t) plea
of
group
a
said
Police
•
W. will pay the postage.
••paranoic
a
cool."
him
Wilkins, calling
Drop tn mot! box.
black, to "keep it
children
20 residents of the neighbor- safety hazards to the
d tend run counter to the policy of the office for which they
officials
leader." who has "supporte
civic
and
city
Other
the the national body. It has also
attacked the 20 pickets. No bargaining sessions were_
indcate
a willingness to accept
the establishement" on
joined him in asking for a re- hood
been notted that Wilkins has
tried to get to them
"They
the
and
rights
procivil
of
nt,
issues
spite from the marathon
not come to Milwaukee to parti- employme
rip off their signs." A police
to
ago
weeks
Vietnam war.
two
began
that
tions
test
cipate in the demonstra
The starting salary is $2.3.1
vandal- spokesman said. "One fellow
the which now are attracting mi.
blamed
18.
Taylor,
regular in• and brought violence,
with
hour
per
ripped a sign off one teacher
not
national organization for
and arrests.
tional attention.
creases to $3.60 per how.,ism
and pushed a (police) sergeant.
them
of
many
haying a program and prewhites,
Members of the Milwaukee Applicants must be at least. Angry
The man, identified as Wilgroup
youth
and
his
that
bottles
dieted
Youth Council are wearing and
but there teen-agers, rained
age.
of
years
Hall, 29, was charged with
kicked
ham
or
would be "suspended
SOO Negro open
selling .sweatshirts with "Black IS
maximum age limit. bricks at the
g a police officer,
obstructin
the
by
out" for bucking the policy Power' etched across the back. is no
led
marchers
housing
with peaceful asg
interferin
of the national body.
limit
they
age
During the mass rally at St. The minimum
Rev. James Groppi as
nt and resistharassme
The national officer of the Boniface Church in Milwaukee is waived for high school. paraded on the Southside for sembly
directed to
was
He
arrest.
ing
at
march:gstently
be
n
o
c
presiLee,
s
the
a
must
h
Nathaniel
Sunday,
NAACP
graduates. They
the sixth time since
Criminal
n
Manhatta
in
appear
hawevpr,
taken a "no comment" position dent of the Ohio chapter said least 16 years of age,
es began.
that -The_ NAACP has never those who are under 18 canon the Viet war.
The Youth Division Sunday retreated from the fight to gain
issued a statement in which freedom. ."
it called war "morally un..1 But following on his heels dent Albert Wheeler asserted
acceptable," and referred toiMichigan state chapter Presi- that "Many Of us have for too
— - long been moderators." Wheel-er asserted a moderate position would no longer be acceptNOW
ed by younger members in the
ranks whose hopes have
I
'
SHOWING!! NAACP
been dampened "by utter frustration." He told the crowd,
"Lets make Milwaukee the Selmore
ma of the north."
THE FINEST IN FROSTLISS
REFRIGERATION — Gibson
Lee said "the system is rig:14-ualisr-4ef
Frost‘'Clear frees you from deged," and said the nation would
frosting mess forever. Never
now have to choose between
lets frost form in freezer or
widespread violence, apartheid,
refrigerator.
or "direct action now."
10 YEAR WARRANTY ON
cwu.Itt
ha
THE MOTOR COMPRESSOR —
Gibson is the only manufacHoard,
The Re',. Walter
turer to back up its refrigerabranch
adult
the
of
president
tors with a 10-year warranty.
of the Milwaukee NAACP.
This puts the heart of your
and
commenting on the war
Gibson under protection.
the rights fight said, "In
DESIGNER SERIES — Available
in white or coppertone as well
one week we lost 13 planes in
houses
as with exclusive desfgner
Vietnam. How many
series front rooritis, it's- port of
would 3 planes buy with each
o flexible new decorating- conplane costing over a million
JUSTICE MERCY HUMILITY EXPERIENCE
cept created exclusively for
dollars? We've got to keep
Gibson by famous New York
marching, singing, and mayDesigner Penny Ha/lock Lehwe
what
get
.to
dying
even
be
'
country."
this
deserve from
BOTTOM FREEZER tS MORE
CONVENIENT — And it holds
212 pounds of frozen food.

Tri-State Defender Popularity Poll
B.

Whites, Negroes
Clash Again
In Milwaukee

SAVE OVER

I9IEO DAISY
Glenn Ford
Angie Dickinson
Chad Everett

slorand

KILLER vs KILL RI"'
Efi/

Plus "FRST TO FIGHT"

299"

NOW!
Gibson 18 frost *clear refrigerator-freezer

With Ice kicker

Everyone calls
little first-grader
Angela Allison
a living doll,..
You can help
keep her that way
by the way you drive.
By observing posted speed
limits, particularly in
school zones. By
heeding the commands of
the school safety patrols.
And by driving every inch
of every mile as though
Angela's life depended on it
It,very well may.
First National Bank
of Memphis.

FROST CLEAR — Won't let
frost form. There's no frost
build-up to steal any of the
freezer's 147.4 pound capacity.
CONVENIENCE STORAGE
DOOR — Shelf with removable
guard holds up to 12 frozen
foods packages bookcose style
so you con easily read labels,
Juice con rack holds 5 frozen
juice cons handy, yet secure,
AUTOMATIC ICE MASTER —
This model has the Automatic
Ice Master that freezes and
stores o continuous supply of
ice cubes — you'll never forget to fill your trays again.
BALANCED CONDITIONED AIR — Cold dry air is circulated throur;hout refrigerator
to hold ternoeruir.:: at near
ideal 37 degrees.
NEW CANTILEVER SHELVES
— Let's you hook in three
shelves (one silde out) at just
the right height to fit your
needs.

.011 41143

7r.

NOW! 29995
Gibson 17 frost*clear refrigerator-freezer
With Ice Maker

The new Gibson
side-by-side FOODMASTER
is here, with a list of
features a mileolongl
...IN A 32-INCH CABINET THAT1FITS ANYWHERE 110
•Changeable Designer Front Panels•Automatic Ice
Master•Quick Shift Cantilever Shelves, Frozen Food
Package Racks and Egg Container • Gibson Frost*
Clear Eliminates Defrosting•Lowest Operating Cost
• Slide-Out Crisper, Meat Chest and Freezer Basket
•Butter and Cheese Compartments

PRIDDY & BURGESS

at
ti
if

at
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Lane Faculty Member

CORNETTE
REALTY, INC.

•LOANS

In Exchange Program
Prof. John Douglass, Jr., Los Angeles, and Vanderbilt
head of the Department of university in Nashville.
Mathematics and director of Since coming to Lane college
testing at Lane college in Jack- in the fall of 1961, he has disson, Tenn., has been selected tinguished himself as a teacher,
as an exchange faculty mem- lecturer and mathematician.
ber of the Inter-College Ex- He is a member of Phi Beta
change
Program
sponsored Sigma Fraternity, the Ameriby the Hill Foundation and can
M a thematical Society,
area colleges of Saint Paul, Mathematical Association of
Minn.
America, the American Association of University ProMr. Douglass will be on one
fessors, and the National Counyear's leave of absence teachcil of Teachers of Mathematics.
ing mathematics at the College
of St. Thomas, St. Paul, Minn.
While there, he will be studying for a doctorate in mathematics at the University of
Minnesota at Minneapolis. in
the area of mathematical anaiy
sis.

•REAL ESTATE SALES
•INSURANCE
(All Lines, including Auto Liability and Fire)

•RENTAL MANAGEMENT
334 VANCE AVE.
527-9606

CLUB HOLDS BANQUET-Members of the Christian
Service club held thtir banquet on Sunday, August 27,
and here the members are
seen with officers. From

Mrs. Betty Dodson, president; Mrs. Addle Merriweathers, second vice president; Mrs. Earnestine Roberst, secretary; Mrs. Janie
Dillon, assistant secretary;

He plans to return to Lane
college around June, 1968 to
resume his post as director
of the Summer Mathematics
Teachers, whioh he has directed for the past two years.

Old Speedster

A graduate of Miles college
at Birmingham and Atlanta
university in Atlanta, he holds
the master of science degree in
mathematics. He has studied
at Oberlin college in Ohio, the
University of California at

NEW YORK (UPI) — The
oldest thoroughbred to win a
race is generally assumed lo
have been John Burwell, who in
1925 at age 19, went to the post
19 times, won once, was second
twice and earned $570.

JOHN DOUGLASS

Mrs. Willie Ada Clark, reporter, Mrs. Mary Lemon,
Mrs. Ethel Webb, program
chairman; Mrs. Alice Mitchell, chaplain; Mrs. LaVera Allbrook, treasurer,

Tel. 525-1861

r

PATRONIZE TRI-STATE
and Mrs. Hattie B. Walton.
The club is composed of
Christian women dedicated
to serving the poor and
needy. It was organized
Jan. 11, 1950. (Withers Photo)

.Little Theatre Stage
Will Buzz This Year

DEFENDER ADVERTISERS

SH

Little
LeMoyne's
250-seat
Theatre located in the college's new Student Center, is
expected to buzz with activity
during the school year under
the direction of 27-year-old
James R. Lee.
While serving as director,
Memphis-born Mr. Lee will
also teach courses in speech.
drama and introduction to
theatre practice.
Juniors and seniors will be
involved in the latter course
which will spread over two,
semesters. Technical aspects,
such as design, construction'
of scenery, lighting. sound
and costumes, will be taught
during the first term. The second phase of the course will
deal with acting and directing.
A workshop is attached to the
Little Theatre and Mr. Lee and
his students will design and
construct all sets for the stage.
He will organize an extracurricular Theatre Club from '
which- he hopes to draw most
of the characters for plays he presented in the Overton Park
shell. Mrs. Lee worked for the,
is planning.
Although born in Memphis, Commercial Appeal and the
Mr. Lee spent most of his Press-Scimitar.
boyh.,od days in Arlington,i Young Mr. Lee holds the B.
Va. His late father, James A. degree from Duke UniverR. Lee, and his mother, Mrs. sity. has studied at Columbia
Virginia Winkelman Lee, now University and completed all
of Arlington, were members of course work leading to the
the editorial staffs of Memphis masters of fine arts degree at
Tulane University. He spent
newspapers in the 30's.
Mr. Lee was amusements edi- two years with the Peace
tor for the Press-Scimitar and Corps in Nigeria. He became
also served on promotional a momber of the LeMoyne
boards for the Auditorium. the faculty the past summer sesFairgrounds and light opera ;ion.
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The store that cares...about you!
ib‘

SMOKED PICNICS
SUPER-RIGHT

6 to 8 Lbs

QUALITY

WHOLE lb.
)

FRYERS

Starling

27c

Lb

Whole

39'

Jane Parker Baked Foods!

WHOLE WHEAT BREAD
OR
CRACKED

4 9

SAVE 17

Loaves

WHEAT

Spanish Bar Cake
1 -LB

SAVE 4c

15c

WONDER BREAD
In the new Stafresh wrapper
stays keglerto taste fresher!
You simply can't serve a fresher tasting bread than Wonder Enriched
Bread, now packed in Wonder's.Sta. Fresh plastic bag! This special bag
helps hold moisture in, and is actually airtight, too. Wonder's wrapper
has a plastic fastener that you simply
twist to open, twist to close. No inner
band makes it easy to take slices out,
put them in again.
When you see Wonder in this new
• wrapper you'll notice the Good House.
keeping Seal. Yes,Wonder has earned
this famous seal...your added assurance that Wonder Enriched Bread is

baked with the finest ingredients for
a most flavorful and nutritious loaf.
The Seal is another good reason why
mothers will want Wonder Bread day
after day for sandwiches, toast, and
,with meals.
Remember, during the "Wonder.
Years"—the formative years from one
through twelve—your children develop in many ways. They actually grow
to 90% of their adult height! To help
make the most of their "Wonder
Years" be sure to serve nutritious
Wonder Enriched Bread...now in the
Sta-Fresh plastic wrapper.

Agh
*

ir

#1
Red
10 Lb.
BAG
Potato
US

Sweet
Potatoes

49— °

2L s.25°
91

3 79

CAKE MIXES

ANN PAGE
IMPROVED
ALL VARIETIES

1 -LB.
3-0Z.
KGS

EXCEPT ANGEL FOOD

Saltine Crackers `mac
1
rA RISTOCRAT
L ROES 47

can save

5%
long

up to

by dialing

distance direct

94,
•
!le
• WONDER.

J

46 )az, 2

ORANGE GRAPE-GRAPEFRUIT
& PINEAPPLE FRUIT PUNCH
•

25c

PKG.
of 6

SAVE10c

Fruits and Vegetables!
A&P FRUIT DRINKS

imasp- it!

NEW YORK —(UPI) —New r cast when the Jets returned
York defensive back Cornell here from Buffalo. Doctors
said they didn't know what was
Gordon, injured in the Jets',
wrong with the knee, but pregame with Buffalo, sill be
Gordon will be out six
dicted
out of action for from six to
to eight weeks. The Jets said
eight weeks.
they would place him on thi,
1
Gordon hurt his right knee,1 injured waived list later M.;
and his leg was placed in a; week.

e

-} Iced Jelly Donuts

3 oz

,Jets' Gordon Out For 6 To 8 Weeks

G $ 1 19

AU S AGE

instead ofcalling
)
person to person.

(Tomato Ketchup
ANN
PAGE

1 LB
4 oz

BOTS

59C cl

.-1
A.NN
PAGE

Tomato Soup
2 7oi: 01 2rc
j CANS jj

Siiced Pineapple
SUMMER
ISLE

8 oz
CAN

10c

1-

ANN PAGE SMOOTH OR KRUNCHY

PEANUT BUTTER

3

.
Jar

63

$11 9 24-oz.
Jar

ENRICHED BREAD

helps build strong bodies 12 ways.

Helps build strong bodies12 ways!.

You get the low station-to-station rates.
Southern Bell

NOW 11 STORES TO SERVE YOU IN MEMPHIS
2 OF THESE
ARE •••

423 NORTH •1500 SOUTH
CLEVELAND
LAUDERDALE
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30 Rural N.C. Students Get
Taste Of Urban Dwelling
GOLDBORO, N.0 - The had ten years of formal school, The enrollees were given
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority beldltraining and come from lower many test experiences and
its cuminating exercises for'income families.
i weeks these youth were given
the eight-week "Summer On- orientation in the basics of itcavel experience to the capitol
entation Urban Project" at the good workmanship before the) city of North Carotin..
Thomas Motel here.
were allowed to go out in to They visited the state legisThis. project, financed by the city to work on various
tature building, Department of
the U.S. Department of Labor, projects.
Education, state museum, art
Office Manpower Policy, Evalmuseum, colleve campuses and
uation and
B esea rcn, v, a
The study time was spent on,
state park. These experithe
musicI
English,
mathematics.
for.
"A Demonstration Project
Orientation and the development of better'epees did much to broaden the
Summer
Urban
habits. During the eight 1 horizon of these youth.
Experiences for t studY
Work
and
I
Rural Youth."
It was an experiment to I
give rural youth work expert"QUALITY NEVER NEED COST"
ence, urban living experiences,
cultural experiences and tutoANY MORE THAN YOU PAY AT THE
rial aid in their academic
school work wherever specific
weakness was located.
The Experimental group consisted of 20 girls and 10 boys
between the ages of 16 and 18
years old. They had to be in
attendance during the regular
school term.
The enrollees were recruited from rural area high schools
4102 HI WAY 51 SOUTH - WHITE HAVEN PLAZA
in communities located in close
proximity to Goldsboro, N.C.
2142 CHELSEA AT HOLLYWOOD
They were required to have
1309 JACKSON AT CLAYBROOK
4440
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4 LOCATIONS...

FRIENDSHIP DISTRICTPersons present at the Oak
Grove Baptist church at
Bartlett, Tenn.. for the 49th
Annual Session of
the
Friendship District Association. Inc.. are seen here
during meetings held Aug.
7-13. Seated from left are
Mother Susie Mahon. Mrs.
Marjorote Johnson, Rev.
O.C. Crivens, moderator at
large; Mrs. Brady Johnson,

president of Women's Auxiliary ; Rev. L.R. Donson,
moderator; Mrs. L.R. Donson, Mrs. Hattie White. vice
president; and Mrs. Susie
Caldwell, vice president. In
front are children of host
minister and Rev. Carmichael. Rev. E.H. Stephens. Standing, same order,
second row, are Mrs. Mary
Eubank s. Mrs. Italia
Payne, director of Young

People; Mrs. Lillie Sm;th,
Mrs. Eunice Bruce, financial secretary; Mrs. J.A.
Smith, associate dean; John
E. Payne, president of the
choir; Rev. N.A. Crawford,
moderator;
R e v . H.J.
Thompson, recording secretary; Rev. H.D. Carmichael
and Mrs. Crawford, pianist.
On back row, from left, are
Rev. N.L. Threats, Mrs.

Virgie Hayes, chairman of
Business and Professional
Women; Mrs. 011ie Young,
director of Young People;
Mrs. N. L. Threats, assistant secretary of the Women's Auxiliary; Rev. E. H.
Stephens, pastor of Oak
Grove Baptist church; J.P.
(Mum. president of Ushers,
and Rev. R. Nelson, chairman of Program Committee

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

NOW
ARRIVING
1,000 PAIRS
OF NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
CHILDREN'S SHOES
$2" to $4"
SAVE UP TO 60%

1

CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
TAILORS

Oak Grove Is Host To Friendship District

INC.
248 Vance

Warren Methodist- Plans Observance

3P
41ID 311:1t-ibr a
SEraira0U9ir
Hi-way Specials

a

in

SUMMER - EAST OF CORONDOLET

B H

The 94th annual session of given by Mrs. Brady Johnson,: was re-elected as moderator!will be held Oct. 12, 13 at ti
the Friendship District Associa-'who was reelected president of for the ninth straight year. Belmont Baptist church in A
tion. Inc., and its ausiliariesIthe Women's Auxiliary. She The hoard meeting of theilington. Tenn., with Rev. Do
Friendship District Associationson as the host.
was held August 7-13 at the was presented as a gift a
Oak Grove Baptist church at book entitled, -Golden Leaves"
Bartlett. Tenn.. with Rev. E. by Mrs. J.A. Smith.
H. Stephens as host pastor.
Among the honored guests
Highlighting the opening of were Dr. A. E. Campbell, a The seventeenth annivers:Ay pal church. The public is inthe Annual Session was the vice
president of the National of the Warren Methodist church vited.
President's Fellowship Tea with
Baptist
Convention, USA, Inc., at 1606 Kansas st. will be ob- Mrs. Janie Morris is chaiv.presivice
Mrs. Hattie White.
dent of the Women's Auxiliary. and Mrs. Campbell; Dr. L.A. served on Sunday. Sept. 17, at m an, and Mrs. I. Ratcliff reas chairman.
Hamblin. president of the 3 p.m., and the guest speaker porter.
Congress, and
State
Mrs. will be Rev. C. W. Allen cf
The pre-opening was preRev. T. .E. White is pastor
sented by John E. Payne and Hamblin, vice president of the the Christian Methodist Episc.)- l of the church.
Auxiliary of the
Charlie Cleaves with choruses Women's
Tennessee
R e gular
Baptist
and special groups.
Missionary and Education: Dr. Friends Day Held At
SECRET PRAYER
Each morning during the W. C. Jackson, and Rev. C.
FORMULA
CHART
sessions study periods were Mims,
moderator
the Oakville Baptist
for
held. Eleven courses were of- General Association.
PSYCHO-PHYSICAL
Oakville Baptist church at
fered with instructors in charge
PRAYER TEMPLE i
who had been certified for the Also present to deliver an 3139 Knight rd. observed its
Send
for Free Daily Blessings. Ho,
'
particular subject. Rev. J.L. evening
sermon
Rev. nnual Friends' Day on last
was
what
to
get
you
want
through
the
Payne was dean and Mrs. J. Herbert Robinson of Omaha. Sunday, and many guests were
new way of Prayer. My Prayers ar,_
Neb.. who was in the area present.
A. Smith associate dean.
being sent out and blessings are
Rev. Brady Johnson was as an evangelist for Rev. N.
corning in. Mail stamped, selfJr..
James
Stokes,
general director of the an- A. Crawford.
addressed envelope to Rev. C.
chairman.
ThompH.
Rev.
J.
nual session.
An address was also de- son is pastor. Karl Bonner is Forster. P. 0. Box 56, St. Minos,
New.York 1.1412.
An inspiring . address was livered by Rev. L. Donson, who church reporter.

a

Ave.

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tonnessms
"YOUR Company Mokos What Yaw Ask he
Creates What You Think

or

Am/

NINE CONVENIENT TWHEE RRIEGSHETRVE
DEL FARM FOOD TO Lima
STORES

vit

• Gewitil at Barron
• Chelsea at Thomas
• Northgate Shopping Ctr.
•Southland Mall

•Laurelwood Center
•Notional at Jackson

at Sea Isle
•Macon at Wells Station
•Quince

le
a

McLemore at Neptune
Save Del Farm cash register tapes
for a 1°. refund to your church or
favorite charity.

--EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
SHOP DEL FARM FOR

PORK CHOPS
SWEET CORN GFORLEDSEHN0 10 590
CENTER
CUT RIB

SLICED BACON

Armour

Country
Style

LB.

59' 1CHUCK ROAST BONELESS LB

1

69C

EARS

88

ALL NYLON gl
FULL 4-PLY 'wi
l
l
6.00x13
Tubeless Blackwell

Pfts 1.59
• F•deral
Excise Tax
and Your
-Old Tire

24-Month Guarantee
ALLSTATE Possongerlize Guarantee
Tread Life Guarantee
Guaranteed Against All failures
of the tire resulting from normal
road hazards or defects in material
or workmanship.
For How Lang: For th• life of
+e original tread.
What Sears Will Do: Repair roil
punctures at no charge. In the
case of failure, in exchange for
the tire, replace it charging only
the proportion of current regular
selling prices plus Federal Excise
Tax that represents tread used.

TUBELESS BL ACK WALLS
Tire Price With Plus
Tire
Price With Plus
Size
Old Tire , F.E.T. Size
Old Tire F.E.T.
13.88
1.80 8.50x14
6.50x13
19.88
2.56
7.00x13
15.88
1.93 6.00x15
13.88
1.88
6.50x14
13.88
1.93 6.50x15
14.88
2.04
7.00x14
14.88
15.88
2.21 6.70x15
2.23
7.50x14
15.88
17.88
2.21 7.1005
2.33
8.00x14
17.88 _ 2.38 _7.60x15
19.83
2.53
MOST TUBELESS WHITEWALLS ONLY 53
MORE Plus SAME TAX PER TIRE

Tread Wear-Out Guarantee
Guaranteed Against. Tread wear
out,
For How Long: The number of
months specified.
What Sears Will Do: In exchange
for the tire, replace it, charging
the current reiiular selling price
plus Federal [Ads, Tax less a
set percentage allowance.

FREE Allstate
•Tire Mounting •Tire Inspection
Tire Rotation
Il

.-WHEELS

Your Monoy Back

ears

nAS/1, 10111•111Ci

el•

LB.

POTATOESRitclAttll o. 1
19C

lfl
20 BLobg
.

•

89'

HILLSIDE APRICOTS DEL MONTE PEACHES
3 89c
2:A°Ns1 sl"
JAM2&Eelgo'
CAKE3 MIXES
loo
PUREX BLEACH
FACIAL6 TISSUE
29c
HALVES
OR SLICES

WHOLE

TOP TASTE
PURE GRAPE

LIQUID
2C OFF

2 -LB.
JARS

28-0Z
CANS

PILLBURY
ASSORTED

19-01.
PKGS.

EASY LIFE
WHITE OR ASSORTED

121GUAGL.

200 -CT. $1 00
BOXES

• • •

BALANCED

POPLAR
WHITEHAVEN
1200 Southland Mall -45-70 Poplar
682-1511
396-5151

PURPLE HULL

GRADE 'A'

$Lmv
I)

Tires And Batteries .Also Available At Our Third St. and Other Sears Stores
SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE s
Satioraction Cusr.ntoedor

PEAS

CROSSTOWN
495 N. Crosstown
276-0411

LARGE
EGGS

NATO

DEL FARM)
0000 STOOPS

FARM FRESH

DOZEN
WITH COUPON

LARGE EGGS I

FRESH
GRADE 'A'
DOZEN

10

With coupon sod purchase of $5.00 sr mere
excluding B•sr, Telmccts, Fresh Milk, lc* Cream
and lc. Milk. Limit one coupon per customs..
Coupon expires Sept. 19. 1 967

I
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The World Today

Administrative Changes
Announced At LeMoyne

Nationally ...

Page 5
of executive sessions to work on the administration's $2.06
billion request to continue the war on poverty would probably
be put off until next week.
•

•

•

WASHINGTON — The Senate re:used to put new restrictions on political gifts by labor unions and big business.
By a top-heavy 46-19 vote, the Senate rejected an amendmeat which would have outlawed funneling contributions
through such politically -powerful groups as the AFL-CIO's
Committee On Political Education (COPE) and similar labor
and corporate units.

Willing Workers
To Meet Sept. 20

IMO
MINION

The Willing Workers club
ATLANTA — An Army sergeant singled out seven members
will
hold its monthly meeting:
Several administrative chang- lfrom Eden Seminary serving
of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC)
home of Mrs. Maggie :
the
at
es on LeMoyne's ca.npus werel as chaplain intern and assisting
and said they stormed an induction center here last summer
1574 Britton St. on!
of
Lott
service.
announced this week by thell2 counselling.
to keep recruits from reporting for military
night. Sept. 20, and:
Wednesday
an
told
members
college president, Dr. H glis F. I Willie
SNCC
seven
the
for
A Negro attorney
W a t son.
fins ncial
You don't have to live with the
all members are asked to be
awful torment of skin upset by
Price.
aids officer
all-white jury of eight women and four men that the trial
agonies of itching of certain
the
present.
minor skin irritations. PALMER'S
and the scuffle producing it was a scheme by the government
Mrs. Dorothy Harris cafe- " - —
SUCCESS" OINTMENT is
"SKIN
to "stamp underfoot all dissent to American involvement in
Os proven way millions get fast,
teria manager and social di- T
of
guest
the
will
be
club
The
blessed relief when their skin
UNITED NILTIONS — South Africa threatened to withhold
Vietnam."
cries "help". As this internation• •
rector, will serve as acting
its financial support from the United Nations if the world the Sum merdale Park Sewing
ally famous skin medication eases
the itching, and induces fast re24,;
Sept.
director of the newly dedicated
Sunday.
on
Circle
organization
continues
to
sanction
efforts
to
create
a
"state
lief from itching miseries, you'll
WASHINGTON — A three-judge federal appeals court has
better fast, Doctors know
feel
New
of
the
anarchy"
at
Alma C. Hanson Student Cenp.m
in
the
8
white-ruled
6
to
from
republic.
ComHouse
scratching can disfigure as well
declined to rule on the constitutionality of the
dangerous infection.
cause
as
A
South
African
cc.
memorandum, answering charges made Salem Baptist church at 682
mittee on Un-American Activities.
You owe it to your co fort, rnd
at
the
U.N.-sponsored
racial
seminar
segregation
on
earlier
1
2
to
appearance, to let PALMER'S
Tillman St..
Circuit Judge Charles Fahy said the panel voted
Edward
F
Ouellette, an
this summer in Kitwe, Zambia, said the seminar's recom"SKIN SUCCESS" OINTMENT help
out
grew
which
case
the
in
jurisdiction
that it did not have
make your life liy.!atile again.
assistant professor in the social
Mrs. Clara Dailey is press
mendations for all-out support to "liberating forces" in southern
of last year's stormy committee hearings on anti-Vietnam war Africa
science department, is assum"are an illustration of the aggressive intentions of dent of the club.
ing the post of college chaplain
activities.
St. Paul Baptist church at
certain member states of the United Nations against South
Fahy said the House rules setting up the committee, the
1144
McLemore
ave. will obJacob Shapiro was appointed
American
_Africa and its government."
constitutionality of which was challenged by the
coordinator of the Institutional serve annual Women's Day on
Liberties Union, was not subject to judicial review.
Studies Program for the Hace Sunday, Sept. 17, and all Civil
•
•
•
services
of the day will be deStudies Program for the Race:
MIAMI — Attorney Arthur Newman said a representative;
Relations Department of thevoted to the women.
American Missionary Associa- ' The . morning message will from his office served alimony demands on Adam Clayton'
The annual Tea and Fashion
tion, founder of LeMoyne, and be delivered by the pastor, Powell in Bimini last Saturday on behalf of his estranged
also will serve as project co- , Rev. S. H. Herring.
, !Show of the Mount Vernon.
Puerto Rican wife, Yvette.
1
2 at the afternoon
ordinator for all federal pro-' sPeakin'Baptist church will be held,
.
Mrs. Powell is asking $1,500 a month for herself and the
grams in which LeMoyne par- service will be Mrs. A. J. support of their small son, Adam
on Sunday, Sept. 17, from 4 to:
Goodloe, a member of the
ticipates.
•
•
•
6 p.m. at the Sarah H. Browni
church and a teacher at Geeter
Dr. John C. Mickle. formerly High school
WASHINGTON — New York Mayor John Lindsay has The annual Carnivrl of the of the YWCA at 1044 Mississtudent personnel counsetlor, Music is to be furnished by said a crackdown of the nation's most costly welfare program Twelve Madams Social and sippi. The public is invited.
has been named placement the women's chorus of St. Paul,1 would only create a "thundering crisis" in already tense Charity club was held on
the lawn of Mr. and Mrs
officer. :
Miss Louise Martin : is chairThe public is invited.
ghettos.
Howard
J a ckson
of
1171 man of the affair, and Mrs.
Mrs. Canary Rutherford is
Lindsay
Committee,
Finance
Senate
the
before
Testifying
R. J. Roddy, retired principal
Vollentine st. recently. isri
co-chairman.
Helms
,Hattie
chairman of Women's Day, Mrs urged elimination of provisions to freeze the rolls of the
a number of candidates were
of Woodstock High School, was
Mamie Edwards and
Mrs. Aid to families with dependent children program.
Netters
is pastor
Rev.
J.
L.
there to shake hands and
appointed
assistant to the Inez Coston
co-chairmen, and
of the church.
Besides limiting new enrollments, the House also voted solicit votes,
president in charge of buillings
Mrs. Gertrude Booker is puband grounds. He also will work
to require job training programs for mothers getting federallicity chairman.
Among those present was
in development.
state aid under the program.
Charlie F. Morris, candidste les
• • •
for councilman from Distre
Other administrative apprgntHUGUENOT. N.Y. — (UPD
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Probate court Judge Richard B. 7. He was introduced by Mrs. — When the two Ryan boys,
ments announced earlier:
Metcalf refused to make an aunt of a white boy his legal Katie Sexton and told the' Micnael 7. and Christopher. 5.
William Cross, dean of stuhis
purpose
for and two of their young friends
guardian so he could transfer from a predominantly Negro audience
dents, in charge of admissiona
seeking the office.
school to one that is mostly white.
brought home a package of
and student affairs.
asked
their
and
currency
.
The boy's parents had asked the aunt be made the legal
•
•
Pe
'mother if the bills were rear,
guardian.
David
Dickbernd
uupted
s e veral
stulent
times
by'
Ile said the court named guardians to protect the in- rupted several times by Ns.:she said she thought they were
terests and the property of persons unable to take care of plause, and the crowd asiored confederate.
him of its support.
themselves.
Then she took a closer look
"We are not going to _grant guardianships to circumvent Games and novelties were and said, ••I really think you've
the policies of school boards or to keep students from paying sold along with refreshments found something." Police said
tuition or to attend schools away froia their homes," the for the bei—iit of the Scholar- Sunday it was $4.970 in slightly
ship Fund.
soggy but real money, which
judge said.
Mrs. L. E—Jackson is mcsi- the finders will be able to keep
801,00f. DISTILUO FROM GRAIN GORDON Slit GIN CO., OD.. 11110f.k. N.J.
dent of the club, and Mrs.
if no one can prove it is theirs
ASHEVILLE. N. C. — Gov. Lester Maddox of Georgia Chrysler, secretary.
MRS. T. S. GOODLOE
i within a year.
Tuesday scolded a Southern Regional Education Board (SREB)
Committee for proposing an institute to improve Negro higher
education in the south.
On Thursday night, 8:10 p.m..
Maddox, who said he might introduce a resolution calling
the Hamilton High School Boosfor restoration of control "of education to local governments
ters' nob held its first meetand the people," said he objected to introduction of the "race
ing which lasted for only fortyissue" at the southern governors conference.
five minutes. It appeared that
• • •
the many persons who met
agreed it was time for the
WASHINGTON — Republicans on the House Education
community to support one of;
and Labor Committee asked their party to finance field
the best high schools in
hearings on the war on poverty.
theciy.
Rep. William H. Ayres, of Ohio, ranking Republican on
The purpose of this organi- Booker T. Washington High the committee, was prepared to make the demand to Demozation is to establish a better school will hold its first PTA crats who control the panel. However, he asked his party for
relationship between the com- meeting of the school year on money to conduct the hearing after a committee meeting was
munity and school and.to offer Monday, Sept. 18, at
p.m. in called off for lack of a quorum.
leadership, guidance, fioancial the school auditorium.
Committee Chairman Carl Perkins, D-Ky., said the start
and moral support.
The theme for this year will
be "Searchlight
to Better
A theme was selected "Ad- Understanding."
a
MINUTE AUTOMATIC
vancing Education through an Emphasis for the
menth of a
effective Athletic Program". September will be "Seeking
Their slogan is -Wit:teats on to Know One
Another."
a
the Go".
A member of the Guidance a
U
or Eftective lin vembet 29 1965
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
•
The group selected Leonard Department of the school will ip
•
Sat rsr Sun Si 25
Monday
J. Small to serve as cosudinat talk on the curriculum of the al
•
Oper
A
A
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I
PA
0'6
P
At
,
school.
or and Robert L. Ledbetter as
•
r
a
U
y
rh
i
d
Ft
to
2
P
Sun
M
Orion
I
A.M
All parents, teachers, and ;
liaison officer.
•
III
interested friends of the school'•
M
All interested persans are are urged to be present.
urged to join. Professor Harry Mrs. Edna H. Wedd is prasi- •
•
T. Cash is principal of the dent of the PTA, and Jesse D. •
3100 Summer at Baltic
*-No555585555555555555
55Neamowaarr
school.
Springer principal of the school.

MAKING YOUR
LIFE MISERABLE P

International!Y.

leacher Will
Speak During
Women's Day

Church To Present
Lawn Party Fechlons
at YWCA
sponsored BY 1
12 Madams

Gordon's Vodka

the only vodka with a
patent on smoothness.

Real!

Boosters Are
Organized For
Hamilton Hi

Washington
To Hold PTA
Meet Monday

opeassommessum•samasim••••48•11
• 1 -

:CAR WASH $125E

• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS
are your very best buy in Memphis!
Baked in Memphis by Memohians
. . . rushed daily to your big
Hogue & Knott supermarket for
maximum freshness.

Hcgue & Ruoff
Hambtlrger
or Hot Dog

ai

BUNS
23

People who love life.,
go with Greyhound

4'k4....",,,. i
.
-74
'
p
•.-irt,

8 to
pkg.

Big Hogue & Knott
I I/24h. Sandwich Loaf

BREAD
25c
BROWN''N SERVE ROLLS

14-0r.
Loaf
Hogue & Knott
12 to Package

15c
25c

HOGUE &KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
3384 N. THOMAS
1578 LAMAR

4321 SUMMER
973 SO. THIRD
3362 SUMMER

Greyhound is for the young ... and the seats,picture windows.No wonder Grelyoung at heart.It's bright,cheerful,easy- hound carries more people than anygoing, with an atmosphere that says "re- body else. Next trip, go with Greyhound.
lax" the moment you step aboard. Many
Greyhound fares ore so low. For Example:
people first tried Greyhound just to save
ONE WAY
50,
252 4Y
.o N:
money. Then found it has other things CHICAGO
sl6ss DETROIT
s24° ° KANSAS CITY ..
going for it, too. Things like exclusive CLEVELAND
s 10" NASHVILLE
6"
Scenicruiser" Service,including restroom ST. LOUIS
round-trip ticket
each
way
with
o
10e.
c
Scve
reclining
conditioning,
air
board,
on
Greyhound Terminal- 203 Union Ave.• Phone

525-5731

0 GREYHOUND
...and leave the driving to us

SA',
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and gas companies lag far behind. Schaeffer Beer is to be
Gustav Henningburg, assis-1
congratulated in its outstanding
taut to the President of The
leadership.
National Educational • League
Maybe this is what Black
and Defense Fund, is a young
man with creativity and great Power should mean — that we
ability. The Defense Fund, by withdraw our buying power
the way, is not connected with fromm those who deny us opporthe NAACP. It has its own cot- tunity and apply it to those who
porate structure and carries feel we have a right to exist in
on its own projects, mainly. this world. ( ANP FEATURES)
The legal defense of others connected with other
civil rights or- answer would be obvious.
By JACKIE ROBINSON

•
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SERVING 1,003,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA

WHEN WE. 1

AMMENIMINMINIIIIKER

ganizations.

PLEASE you,

An American Hitler

Mr. Henningburg's organization conducted a
survey — which
that Negro
athletes are
grossly ignored
in use on televieiesiesme
commersion
cials. They are
, utilized to the extent of 5% of
all other athletes.

TILL YOUR

Until all Americans are accorded the dignity and respact
due them as human beings,
until each of us is judged s
an individual, until all men can
walk together as members of
the human race and until all
Americans can share in the
bounties of our economic storehouse these acts of violence will
continue.

FRIENDS.
George Lincoln Rockwell, the late ciety. There were members of the panel
IF
NOT,TELL
fuehrer of the American Nazi party, had that night who were timidly leaning toUS,
the disordered mentality of Adolf Hitler ward Rockwell's rationale on race. His
•
whom he attempted to imitate and whole argument hinged around the nowhose conceptual theory of the "Master tion that the Negro's failure to lift himRace" he had thoroughly absorbed. self up by his own bootstrap is ipso
Though his efforts to indoctrinate the facto evidence of his inferiority.
The Negro does not want his
American masses with the Nazi ideology
There are many Americans who unHenningburg has asked the freedom at the expense of the
FCC to investigate this situa- white man's, he only wants
had, in the main, failed, he had enough conditionally subscribe to that view.
tion. He is also to be congratu- an equal share of the fruits of
of a following to suggest that some With the Negro question forging more
lated in having organized Negro this country.
Americans were not adverse to the ra- and more to the forefront and generat- —
- athletes under Bill White and
Butirlv Young to stand up Under the threat of complet,
cial hate movement to which he was ing greater heat and passion, Rockwell
annihilation in this atomic age,
against this kind of injustice.
committed.
might have developed enough of a folall men must learn to walk
The survey found that beer together as brothers.
He used Negro civil rights demon- lowing, influence and power to make his
companies rate first in the use
strations as psychological movements on voice heard in the high council of the
HARRINGTON HILL
of Negroes. Banks, insurance
which to gain converts and rally sup- white power structure.
port to his cause by adding his voice to
It is one of the infuriating contrathe chorus of white people who were dictions of American democracy that a
violently opposed to fair housing. Con- man like Rockwell, who openly and
tending that Negroes were members of brazenly professed his allegiance to an
an 'liferior race that should be com- alien political system should have been ST. LOUIS. (ANP) — The and, although not graduated, of the Detroit Medical Society,
black revolt that shattered. the was admitted to evening seJ- a local NMA affiliate.
pletely ostracized. Rockwell was able to allowed to erode the very foundation
c V a r cif Ame
sions at the City College
a rrix
e
Dr. Swan, married, is the
gather around him substantial num- upon which rests the structure of our cities
year was
of New York. Later he transfather
The United States Merchant educates and trains young
of two daughters and
bers of people who marched behind him government. Just a little over two de- rent motif at the 72nd annual ferred to Howard University
convention of the National and it was from that in- a son. And on the day he Marine Academy, is urging men for careers as licensed
in opposition to civil rights demonstra- cedes ago the soil of Western Europe Medical Association here.
qualified young Negro men
stitution
he
received
both was
chosen
deck or engineering officers
president-elect,
tions.
was drenched with the blood of millions A California physician rose the B. S. and the M.D.
his older daughter presented to look into the opportunities in the
Merchant Marine
available to them at the
He used that technique in New of Americans and their allies in a titanic in a workshop of the section He was licensed in North him with a grandson.
through a four year college
Carolina after interning at Dr. Swan has goals beyond Academy and in the United curriculum leading to the
York with some telling effect. However, struggle to bring down a Nazi regime on neurology and psychiatry Homer
M e rchant Marine.
G. Phillips Hospital, elementary
c or r e ction of States
Bachelor of Science degree.
with the troubled observation
it was in Chicago where demonstrations that threatened freedom, justice, civili- that significant events seem St. Louis, then worked for ethnic inequities.
The Academy, operated by In addition to receiving a
against residential segregation had zation everywhere. Yet, in America we to have swept past black pro- the Veterans Administration "Every f a mily physician the Maritime Administration degree and a license as third
and conducted a private prac- should have privileges in full- of the United States Depart- officer or third assistant
reached the height of dramatic con- gave comfort and license to a man who fessionals, leaving them iso- tice
in Birmingham. Ala., facility hospitals,"
he has ment of Commerce, is located engineer, graduates may be
lated.
frontation with hostile communities was engaged in • the process of underfrom 1943 to 1951. He has been said. "If he is licensed to on Long Island Sound at granted a Commission as
"Why is it," he asked, "that
that Rockwell made his biggest hit. minining the very principles for which we social scientists are on in Detroit since then, active practice, he should have Kings Point, New York, Ensign, United States Naval
in many organizations, and such privileges." (ANP Fea- about twenty miles from Reserve, by the Department
Nearly all of the people who were v‘e fought soheroically and at such e outstde of things
for three
years
president ture.)
New York City. The Academy of the Navy.
physician
which
from
a
anagainst integrated housing were ranged great sacrifices.
other state suggested
that
behind him, making him virtually their
Nowhere in Europe, not even in perhaps the simple answer THINKING IT OVER
spokesman.
post-Nazi Germany would Rockwell have was that too many of them
He was on Kup's show during been allowed to revive the Nazi move- are not in the black community.
which he debated Carmichael on the ment. Let's hope that his death will
The new president of the
place of the Negro in the American so- bring an end to the movement.
NMA, however, is decidedly
President Johnson said that the "greatest
by, dirty, crowded, unhealthy, noisy, s m el 1 y
an insider. Dr. Lionel Fitzlosers" during this summer's riots were t h
roy Swan conducts a general
masses, the ghettos cannot be humanly lived in.
practice deep within the Derioters themselves, the "greatest victims" the
Black children receive the worst education, black
Labor leaders are worried about! abolish the color line within its own troit ghetto. In a favorite
law-abiding Negro families who saw what they
phrase of his own, he looks
families
the worst police protection, a n d the
the effect the urban riots might have on ranks. However, many white unionists upon himself as an "innerhad carefully and patiently built up torn down
shelter
and
food and entertainment and opporand inside the labor movement. In New- are still resisting efforts to desegregate city-oriented" physician.
by other hands. LBJ was almost right, but not
tunities of the slums are the worst. The road up
ark, Detroit, and other urban areas, the union halls and broaden economic, edu- The fires that destroyed
quite.
from
the ghetto is closed, and the black slum
year
Detroit
this
of
part
uprisings took place in the homelands of cational, and social opportunities for NeThe greatest victims were, as always, the
the
small
around
swirled
dweller
sees no down from where he is. Local and
industrial unions. Labor has been most groes.
brick building in which Dr.
downtrodden; futureless Negroes of the ghettos—
national
leaders built up his hopes and offered
active not only in traditional economic
There is as yet considerable re- Swan has his practice. Strucnot because they remained Negroes of the ghethim
progress,
but when he stirred from his desfields but also, often allied with civil sentment among white unionists over tures on either side of it
tos. in an affluent white-oriented country, but
were burned to the ground
pair
and
moved
toward the Affluent Society he
rights group, on social issues.
open-housing. The closer this issue and others across the streets
because they remained downtrodden and futurefound
the
door
still
firmly barred.
The
AFL-CIO's
policy-making comes to labor's segregated residential also flamed into ash, but
less.
Who
are
the
shiftless
poor?
untouched.
was
that
one
council will probe the matter and an- housing, the greater is the opposition.
And the greatest losers were all of us, but
The new president of NMA
There
are
34
million
poor in the United
some
nounce its findings and recommenda- Though campaigns have been initiated is not a member of the
particularly white America which appeared to be
States.
And
the
great
majority
of these poor are
tions at its convention later on this to show the benefits of racial equality, American Medical Associamissing the lesson that black people were trying,
not
getting
relief
handouts.
month. In recent years labor has had not much ground has been gained in tion, although he does belong
at such awful cost, to say:
to the Wayne County Medical
Only seven million of the 34 million poor are
close ties with the civil rights move- that area.
Society and the state affiThat no society, no matter how rich, can
on
welfare.
The welfare recipients fall into these
ment. Though not among the militant,
Negro union-men are grumbling liate of the AMA.
afford to throw away the talents and the lives
groups:
2,100,000
are persons over 65, most of
Amerithe
"I
join
could
not
labor however has lobbied in Congress about segregation, discrimination in laof part of its members.
can Medical Association when
these
women;
700,000
suffer a severe physical
and state legislatures for political, social bor's ranks. Bei. so far they have not I practiced in Alabama," he
The discrimination black people have sufhandicap;
3,500,000
are
under 18 and 83 per cent
and economic reforms in the interest of been able to find acceptable alterna- said, "and I would not join
fered ever since they came to these shores has
of
these
are
under
14.
The 900,000 women and
racial minorities.
tive to membership in white
unions. it when I came to Michigan.'
kept them from sharing in the prosperity of our
a plainspoken man,
150,000 men remaining are the poverty-stricken
Though not yet too successful in Their best bet, it would seem, is to fight He is
society — that is, white American society — just
and he says that AMA stateparents of these children. Most of the mothers
the fight for non-discriminatory clauses it out in the unions where, at least, they ments that it was not reas European colonization and American comare
either widowed, divorced, abandoned or unaffiliates
the
state
sponsible
for
in union contracts, labor has sought to have a chance to air their grievances.
mercial exploitation have helped the northern
affiliates
of
state
policies
married. Two thirds of the fathers are incapacihalf of the world develop at the expense of the
had to be seen as "hypotated by illness or injury. That leaves only 50,000
crish
T ye."
southerp half. But instant elimination of disemployable men at any given time. For the most
vigor with which Dr.
crimination — one can dream! — would not allay
Jr.,
of
Holloman,
John
L.
S.
part these men are involved in vocational trainWhile the battle, thus far inconclu- 1
Philanthropic foundations, as a New York conducted the
the discontent of the ghetto Negro nor solve his
ing and jobs offered them by government emsive, is raging in the slum sectors,'some rule, are too unbending in their require- NMA's on g oing struggle
problem. For the black is in rebellion not against
ployment agencies.
against discrimination during
significant gains are being made on the ments for subsidies to prospective grad- his regime as its president
prejudice, but against the wretched, unequal conIt was from the inhumar grip of an indifditions of his life.
academic front. Negro scholars are get- uate students. They tend to discourage in 1966-67 is not likely to
ferent
society that African Americans lashed
be diluted during Dr. Swan's
What is the lot of many black people? Shabting important concessions from Mid- rather than encourage those with ex- administration if the recent
out.
western universities. With the help of a treme financial limitations. It is hard convention is a forecast.
enough for the average Negro to get The long NMA campaign ONLY IN AMERICA
Carnegie grant, the University of Wisend discrimination faced
through college on a coffee-and-roll to
by Negro physicians and paconsin is seeing to it that 30 faculty budget.
It is harder still for him to get tients will accelerate, he siad.
members from three predominantly Ne- his master's without outside help. By "All leg i timate pressures
gro colleges in the South get their the time he obtains his second academic have got to be applied." He
is unevasive about the enemy
By HARRY GOLDEN
degree, he is so broke and so much in to be fought "I do not think
expressly drew its charter on He'writes that the Puritanism! And thus it is no coincidence
Ph.D.'s.
the template Nehemiah propos- of New England was a kind of'that the very s, tebol of
our
strongest
and
greatest
Under a similar program, the grad- debt that he has no other recourse but
the
Along with the injunctioas1
are the out-and- against idolartry, the Ten Com- ed after the return of the Jews New Judaism, "a Judaism American civilizatioa. the Libuate schools of business at the Univer- to go to work and earn a living for him- opponents
from exile in Babylonia (Nehe- transpoied into
out racists, but the tens of mandments
Anglo-Saxon erty Bell contains an inscription
the miah 9
and 10). When the terms."
sity of Wisconsin, Indiana' University self and family. The doctorate, with the thousands of others who say legal code for established
taken from Lavfticus 25 10:
personal liberty!
and Washington University have a rigid concentration and residency re- 'this is not my problem.' in the world. The Command- Massachusetts B.a y Colony Protestants took the Old Tes- "Proclaim liberty throughout
framed its code of laws, it
They are not bad people;
land unto all the inhabitants
joint plan to groom Negroes for man- quirement, is almost a forbidden dream many are good Christians, but ments decreed against destroy- declared its adherence to .Mo- tament as literalv as any Or- the
thereof."
ing a man's life (murder), his
thodox Jew, he continues, and
agement positions. Together they hope for most Negro students.
they have no conception of home (adultery), his property sari principles.
when the Puritans came to
what
it
means
to be bla:k (theft), and his reputation
If other foundations would impleto turn out 100 Negro graduates a year
So did the State of Connecti- America
they
"identified
in this
I will try (false witness).
cut when it drew up the first George HI with Pharaoh and
with a master's degree in business ad- ment Carnegie's grant-in-aid, much prog- to make country.
them understand '
ress would be made toward accelerat- Symbolic of a past that Thus it is no coincidence[ Constitution in the western themselves with the Israelites
ministration.
world in the mid 1860's. In his and talked continually of the
Such assistance will help to narrow ing the pace of Negro education in the needs era' ation. he says, that the origins of
book "Rationalism in Europe," Covenant they had made with
is the etn-Lom of black pa- liberty were expressed in thel
the academic gap between Negro col- higher academic levels and hastening tients' coming to the docterms of the He- 1 ecky wrote, (vol. 2; p. 188) God."
Dear Defender
"The Hebrew mortar cemented
leges and their white counterparts. This standardization of a number of colleges tor's offices by way of the
brew
prophets the foundations of American Wilson quotes Harriet Beecher Stowe who said that New We wish to thank the Chicago
is important, because many Negro col- in the South whose accreditation is now back door and waiting in the
and that the first Democracy."
hall until white patients are
England in her earlier days Daily Defender for publishing
settlers in
leges and universities suffer from a in question.
seen.
America rather Much the same opinion is "founding her institutions on the excellent article on the proIn a broad sense, such grants as Dr. Swan, born in Trinitid,
painful paucity of mature scholars. It
closely identified expressed by the dean of Ameri- the Hebrew Scriptures bred posed Inner City Development
freedom with the can literary critics. Edmund better Jews than Moses could Company industrial park.
isn't lack of intellect but lack of funds the Carnegie Foundation is providing, the West Indies, in 1906,
came to the U. S. with his
prophecies
of th Wilson in his chapter "The typeause New Enelnnd read
Keep up the good work
that prevents many brilliant Negro stu- must not be construed as exclusively in parents at 14, enrolled in
1636. the Ply- Jews" which appears in hisl Moses with the amendments of
dents from pursuing graduate studies. the interest of Negro education.
Colony
high school in New York,
mouth
book
"A
Piece
of
My
Mind."'
GOLDS'S
Christ"
GARLAND C. GUICE
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Inner City' Doctor To
eaci Medical Group
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Has White America Learned Or Lost?
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Harrises Are Hosts At Labor Day Barbecue
sal •aaaaa

SHOP TALK — Seen here
are from left, Edward Welch,
Edwin Prater, Art' Gilliam

!I;

and Art's father, H.A. Gil- while the women chatted
liam. As usual, the men elsewhere in the spacious
formed a pow) to talk shop garden lawn of the Harrises

HARVEY L A N DA (left)
General Manager of Front
Street Theatre joins in a
discussion of old college days
with Marion Harris (center)

the host and Col. Dan Taylor,
U. S. Army, Ret. Harris and
Taylor were roomates at
Tennessee State University.

EARLY ARRIVALS — Seen
Christon, Mrs. Noble Owens,
POLITICS — constituted a 'discusses the local situation , here are some of the first
and Mrs. Lonnie Brisco.
portion of the conversation asith city council candidate guest to arrive for the Labor
Day party at the Harrises,
'Mr. Louis
Hobson. left,'Luke Weathers, Sr,
--

from left are Mrs. Elbert
(Angela Owen) Terry, Mrs.
William °Wen, Mrs. Grace
Young, Mrs. H. s. Gilliam,

Taylor who resides with his
wife and son in Chattanooga were house guest of
the John Taylor's.

'ADDED FEATURE — As
tre exhibited his methods on
In added attraction during prop designing. Looking on
Jean
Miss
Marilyn
the Labor Day festivities are
Harris, daughter of the host
Grady Larkin, artistic diand hostess, and Miss Alteena
rector for Front Street Thea- Foster.

ENJOYING
B A RBEQUED are left to right, Mrs. Edwin
CHICKEN and baked beans I Prater, Mrs. Booker Mein an Indian Summer setting

Lurleen Isn't Around, As Marshals
Try To Serve Her With An Order

S.C. State Chaplains' Corps Formed

Mrs. Henry Moss, Mrs. Dan
Hancock, Mrs. E dward
(Danese Hancock) Welch and
hostess, Mrs. Marion Harris.

Social Security Queries

Rex. .1.11. Curry,
ORANGEBURG, ,s,c. _ A Church:
Trinity Methodist Church: FaChaplain's Corps has been orther Thomas O'Toole. Christ
care of doctor bills first, then file a claim. then pay the difference?
at South Carolina The King Catholic Church; Q. In taking
medicare,
is it or to have the doctor file the
A. The method of payment
bills
under
State College to minister to,Re\ . Chappelle Davis, William
to pay the doctor claim for his 80 per cent, is entirely between you and
preferable
the
spiritual
needs
of
the
the,Chapel A.M.E. Church; and
students enrolled during
your doctor. If you both agree
Father William Snow of the
MONTGOMERY, A I a. — choice bill in court.
to help defend the law. Earlier'academic year now starting. Church of the Redeemer repto the "payment to the paU.S. Marshals tried for the She said she received
noti- she sent telegrams to the Alarepresent-'esenting St. Paul's Episcopal
tient method," you would
second tune without success fication from James E. Clark,
bama Education Association, • Six local ministers
to serve Gov. Lurleen Wallace president of the state
with
which Church.
communions
take care of the entire bill,
bar, the Alabama School Principals mg
.
yith a restraining order bar- that the executive committee
most of the students are affiliatthen file your claim, attachring Alabama School had agreed to furnish the law- Association and the Alabama ed have been tapped for this ining receiPted bills. You would
School • Superintendents
As-lovation m religious counselmg
children from choosing the yers in response to her earlier
sociation asking for help.
then receive the insurance
race of their teachers.
on the campus.
request. They were not im- Gov.
Wallace bitterly critihones,"
broken
check
for 80 per cent of the
and
pains
and
MADISON
Wis.
—
The
Mrs. Wallace's husband, for- mediately named.
Acting President M. Maceo I A)USIVILLE. KY. (C-SNS
cized the court's action
n as
s a
he said. "These are some reasonable charges, less the
mer segregationist Gov. Mrs. Wallace said she
f
Westminster
congregation
was "star chamber" proceeding Nance, Jr. announced that the
As school begins here
we
necessary labor pains
George Wallace, refused on also asking the Congress
pas- three Roman Catholic elemen- Presbyterian Church on Madi- must sweat out in fairness $50 deductible for the calenof because the state was not given Reverend Harold Roland, --sbehalf of his wife Tuesday Parents and
w
e
I
1
to-do
Westside
son's
year.
Teachers and a hearing before the order was tor of New Mount Zion Baptisti,tary. schools open as a single,
and honesty and love for those dar
to accept a copy of the order. the Alabama Labor
Church and an alumnus of consolidated schoo and will be has given its pastor a vote unjustly disposed."
Council issued.
Wednesday, A U.S. marQ. Where do the services of
S. C. State. was elected
by t h maintained with funds from of confidence, despite a move
chairma-ne.,
shal found Mrs. Wallace absent
to oust him because of his
the
doctor have to be given if
group to serve as its
taxpayer.
the
One pari shoner against
when he visited the capitol,
will civil rights activity.
and
they
are to come under
up
set
school
is
The
churches
said
firing
Pritchard
but he left a copy of the order
It will be his responsibility'
a grant The city's biggest Presby- are "becoming gutless won- medicare?
to coordinate the Corps as he maintained with
on the desk of Hugh Maddox,1
g"ernment:terian congregation voted 2 to ders at a time when they
the governor's legal advisor. .
Ceramic tile makes a fine, services are needed by the f"m the federal
given under Title IV of the I against the dismissal of are being called upon to show A. A doctor's services may
listing
"I haven't looked at it and
College.A
schedule
easily cleaned floor for the
Secondary the Rev. Richard Pritchard. a little guts."
and
be in the home, his office, or
I don't know what it is..•'
hours when each cooperating Elementary
youngsters' bedroo m-playthe ground who has been at the chur:h
on
Act
Education.
hospital. Besides doctor
a
chapthe
said Maddox.
will
be
in
minister
"experimental
Most of the city's 1,800 Neroom. D e ntproff, fireoroff.
0 years.
lain's office has been prepared. that it Is an
bills,
part B of medicare
groes live on the South andl
scratchproof and child-proff,
school program" operated by 2
The Wallaces refusal of the.
covers
some other medical
Roman
a
College,
jceramic tile will be undamag- Other .inisters serving are: Ursuline
About 500 of the 1,600-mem- Eastsides.
order in no way nullifies the
medicare
expenses.
Your
ed after the most vigorous Rev. J. Herbert Nelson. St. Catholic women's school in ber congregation turned out
action taken by the court and
handbook,
available
without
ALBANY.
Ga.
—
Hope
FerPresbyterian
kind
of
play.
Luke
U
n
ted
Louisville.
meeting.
for the
the order remains in effect.
cost from your nearest social
Specifically, the ord er. guson, a June. 1967 honor
security office, explains this
Six charges were presented
handed down Tuesday by a graduate of Albany State ColDeaElders
and
in detail. Telephone or write
Church
to
three - judge
federal
panel lege, has been awarded a felfor a copy.
cons i n
J uly. Most inrestrains t h e state from lowship for graduate study in
matters"
volved "c h urch
implementing a newly passed
but some members of th? BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Q. Is it better to take your
Alabama law which would allow English at Southern Universisocial security benefit at age
church said the anti-Pritchard
students to choose the race of ty in Baton Rouge, La.
— Thirteen Negro edusentiment stemmed from his (NP!) were among those re- 62 or wait until 65?
their teachers.
cators
work in civil rights.
The court set a Sept. 16,,,„Miss Ferguson, a product of
ceiving the Master of Arts .11. Not all social security
oionroe
High
School,
rewill
hearing on the new
the oenefits are reduced if claimrecently from
degree
Pritchard
sent
a
letter
Lo
butaceive
a
$2,400
stipend
under
said it was issuing
ed before age 65. For examUniverSchool
the
of
Graduate
the congregation last week
restraining order in the interim the Federal GovePrnment's Title
ple, a widow can receive her
sity of Alabama.
six
the
which
he
listed
X
(c)
program,
which
is
deat
since Negroes would suffer
full widow's benefit at 62. or
Gaitconcerned
signed
to
assist
One
issue
Juanita
persons who
issues.
They included:
irreparable h a r ni
if the
a reduced benefit between 60
people who wanted to ''get er Brown. Bessemer, elemenlaw
delays
integration
of wish to teach in small colleges
and 62. Whether or not to
and
secondary
schools.
he
M.
hit,"
Juanita
rights
education;
this
civiloff
tary
faculties, and then is found.
take the reduced benefit on
svP
Waiters Clarke, secondary eduto be unconstitutional.
your own account, or as a
The grant may he renewed
Colvin.1
Lee
Earnest
cation;
Maddox said the U.S. mar- for a ,second year or until
Pritchard. who has visited i Bessemer, music education;! wife, is entirely up to you.
thal who came to the cover- completion of the doctorate
the South to help with civil'.Itine Carolyn Davis, counseling' your social security reprenor's office told him that he had degree.
"
sentative will be happy to go
degree.
rights work, said the opposing and guidance.
been advised by his supemns
mit- your own situation with
faction
told
him
that
"peoH. Harden, an associHawkins, you and let you decide which
"to come back and see if
Edna
Coradean
staying
ple
are
away
and
you
would
Cora Lee you wish to do. You can get
accept service ate professor of English at
telling others not to pledge ehool administration:
State
College, anAlbany
(of the order)."
P. Huggins. educational information on Your case
until
you
stop."
(funds)
"I told him we would ant,- flounced Miss Ferguson's seleepsychology; Mamie A. Jordan, even though your are not yet
Msrddox said. "He said he was,tion as a fellowship recipient.
"I know I can get fired health, physical education and of retirement age. Of course,
told to leave it .r.m someoee's1
up and perhaps push too recreation: Roth Rodners 30
there is no obligation to file
The daughter of Mrs. Josedesk, even if it v,,as a
hard,"
Pritchard said, "And mph. special education: LiZ7if your claim even though you
nhine Ferguson of Albany. she
secretary's desk. I said,
i
beings Mary Kelly, Bessemer, coun- inquire.
yet, where human
°plans
pursue the doctorate
effect, you know what you
t° at the University of
concerned
for
whom seling and guidance; Yvonne
are
441100
have to do. He left a paper
how
can
we
rest Daly Larkin, health, physical Ifyou have any questions
Christ
died,
c' Georgia
after completing reon my desk.
until every person is ft.1 education and recreation: Mar- .-incerrang Social Security, send
BOMB WITH BOTTLES,•BRICKS
quirements at ' Southern Unia letter or postcard to: Mr.
Mrs. Wallace announced earl- V0rstty.
and has an equal chance." garet F. Martin, school adNeYro open housing marchers run for cover
the young demonstrators crossed the Ifist
ministration: Doris L. Miles, Lawrence S. Hammes, c-o Soier in the day that the state
st., liaduel into the all-white area. There
as bricks and bottles fly at them after being
"Granted that now. when educational psychology; and cial Security Administration, 22
bar association would provide Miss Ferguson will begin
Milwatikee's
hecklers
in
were a number of injuries reported, but
thrown
by
white
we are trying to right this Freddie Douglas Shepard, Jr., W. Madison at., Chicago, Ill-,
a panel or prominent lawyers her course of study at Southern
60002
none serious. it PI Telephoto)
Southside. Led again by Rev. James Groppi
wrong, there will be aches secondary education.
to help defend the teacher University en Sept. 10.

..
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Detroit Girl Bride Of
Lawrence A. Hollowell

Other VIPers at the meeting were Faye Lewis, Mary
Helen Ezelle,.
Invited guests were Anne
C. Lee, Cleo Jones, Vera
Clark, their prizes won at
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrenee Al- weds will live in Detroit.
bridge were the dame as those
fonzo Hollowell, Jr.. were The wedding was artoitically
of the members; Beulah Preson planned by the bride's aunts,
m arr ia ae
united in
ton, Daphne Swilling, and Mari
Mrs. Katherine Boyd and Mrs.
the
17
at
Wednesday, August
turned the booby prize for her.
COLLEGE BOUND. , Off
home of the bride's what and Jessie Waller.
to the Ivy covered walls are
uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Maudette Brownlee back to
Horne, of 860 N. Seventh st.
Albion in Michigan for he'
The bride is the foamea
senior year, Julie Saville, a
Miss Paulette Wallace, the
senior at Brandeis University
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
ERMA LEE LAWS
Myrna
W i hams back
to
M. Wallace of Detroit. Mich.
Defiance
Coll ege,
Angela
Performing the ceremony
Flowers will be on her favorite
was Rev. J. L. Netters of
"Let parents bequeath to nooga, he's a retired Lt. Col- campus Southern Illinoi sUniMount Vernon Baptist church,
their children not riches, but onel; and their teenage son versity and Denise Sims and
the pastor of the bride's grandthe spirit of reverence," Plato. "Danny Boy" Odiesteea and Peggy Prater will begin their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Plato.
Jimmy
Herndon, The college careers at the UniverWilliamson. She was aiven in
Apple Blossoms
.In a Thaddeus Homes and Lavern sity of Tennessee.
grandby
h er
marriage
beautiful all white wedding and Luke Weathers.
And Sallie and Caffrey Barfather.
Twyla Miles pledged her troth Shubbing calories and en- tholomew's son and daughter
For her wediding, the bride
to Richard "Dickie" Johnson, joying the al fresco dinner ofiAnne B. Harris and Bill were
wore a gown of beautiful white The Damsel Social club will
bar-be-cued
chicken, off for more learning Suniay.
III, Saturday evening at St. lemon
lac. Her illusion veil fell from present its annual
Cocktail
Church. baked ham garnished with Ann headed for the campus of
Thomas C a th one
a headpiece of peau l'ange
on SunShow
Fashion
and
Hour
apples, zesty Ohio University
Twyla's doting mom Charles- pickled crab
in Athens
lace. She carried a cas .ade of
Sept. 17, at the Club Roseday,
b e a ns, cole
steen Miles feted them with a baked
slaw, where she'll study Guidance
carnations and stock on a
wood from 5 to 9 p.m. and the
lovely reception on the spacious garlic bread all to be devoured and Student Personnel, siace
white Bible.
is invited.
public
back lawn of her home on and washed down with the she plans to continue working
sister'
Miss Marilyn Wallace
Lucy. Dickie is the son of the potable
of one 's
choice on the college level. Her
of the bride, was the maid I The club is located at 1905 S.
Richard Johsnons Jr.
were
Mattie
and
Whittier Masters Degree from Atlanta
of honor. Wearing a pink lace Lauderdale st. The theme is
Pretty Dianna Briscoe was Sengstacke, Vic Hancock with U. was
in
guidance for
dress, she carried a bouquet "Atomic Age and Mod Fashthe lucky bridesmaid catching her daughter and son-in-law high school. For the past couple
of pink carnations.
ions."
the bride's bouquet.
Danese
and
Bobby
Welch of years, Ann has been a
The bride is a graduate of
Front
St.
Parts'. . .A Alma Booth, Rubye Gadiaan, Counselor at Knoxville Colthe Cass Technical High school Club members are Mrs. Juagarden of Eden is what Iris Leath and Peter Jones, Laura lege and Bill will do further
in Detroit and is presently nita Conner, president; Mra.
and
Marion have at their and
Noble
Owens,
Jewel study
in
Art History
at
attending the Highland Park Mattie Folson, vice president;
Barron Avenue home, and they Hulbert, Addie and William John
Hook ins
University
Mrs. Rubye Jackson, secretary
Community college.
showed it off to perfection Owen, who had with them their MEANDERING. .Personable
The groom is a gra bate of Mrs. Randella Davis, assistant
Labor Day when they had
daughter and son in law George Lyes, a director of'
Manassas High school and was secretary.
Front St. Party. Brie k walls Angie and Elbert Terry, from Philly radio station WCAU was
recently discharged from the
interspersed with iron w irks Albany Georgia; Grace Young in town over the week-end to
Mrs. Ailleen Montgomery,
United States Army. He is the
enclosed a brick walk garden The
Howard
Bowens, Dr. broadcast
treasurer; Miss Ada L. Adams,
th e
Philadelphia
son of Mrs. Gladys Rhodes
of flowers of all descriptions. Arthur Gipson. the Booker Eagles
business manager; Mr. Ethel
—
Chicago
Bears
and Lawrence A. Ho:lowell,
Mini skirts were suppos,!1 McChriston. Telitha Caviness, football game. The articulate
Towns, chaplain; Mrs. ElizaSr.. of Memphis.
to have been the proper attire Mary Jean Britt, Lulas and and suave radio personality
Atkins, sergeant-at-arms,
His best man was Master beth
for the evening but. the nippy Isom Wilson, Donna Jones, is the son of the late Ethel
Lula Hayslett, reMrs.
and
Sergeant Ernest Brackett of
air caused the femmes to Minerva Hancock, and Helen Hedgemon Lyles, Founder of
porter
Fort Campbell, Ky.
grab leggings and bright an and Edwin Prater.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority. MOTHERS FLANK
NEWmothers following a recent
Detroit. The bride is the
For the wedding trip the
colorful they were too! Jeanie Also in the gay crowd of
Dr. Andrew "Buddy" LYWEDS—
Mr.
and
Mrs.
wedding.
changed into a thteeAt
left
is
Walbride
Mrs.
former
Miss
Paulette
Harris was the only one we happy people were Claudia Dancy, his wife Arlie, and
lace.
piece suit of white pique and
saw daring enough to brave Foster and her daughter Alteen children Andrea and Amber Lawrence Alfonzo Hollowell, Gladys Rhodes and at right
Mrs. Eddie M. Wallace of
a pale blue blouse. The newlythe elements and was coy in Melba
Brisco, are home again. Buddy is doing Jr., are seen here with their
and
Lonnie
-—
a mini and striped stockings. she
managed
to
wrangle a residency in pediatrics at
She was at home and could some of Iris' delicious crab Tobey
Hospital
and
Arlie
grab a sweater if needed. apple jelly from her as did has begun teaching in the
The bountiful crab apple your truly Emma Tom and City
School
System. That
trees in the yard lent their 0. B. Johnson, Bill Bartholo- accounts for the broad smiles(
offerings to the center piece mew who always enjoys talk- you see on the faces of his
which was an iron pot ove-- ing about the arts and his sis- parents Georgia and A. J.
flowing with garden vegeta- ter Anne Harris. the Morris and sister and brother in law,
bles and crab apples, this was Ridblatts and daughter Veloia. Frances and Judge Ben L.
centered on a rustic picnic Maggie McDowell. the Benny Hooks.
table.
Buddy's cousins Janet and
Minors, Barbara Neal. Mattie
Edward Harris who was just and
Crossley
and Dr. Lawrence Seymour will Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, tered bus were Mrs. Eldora
Samuel
State this Willia
graduated from
M o ss
escorted
by be home next year after nis Inc. met at the Sheraton- Amos,
Mrs. Jeanette Carr,
summer lent a helping hand to Donald, one of her three hand- stint in the Navy, the young
Cadillac
Hotel
in
Detroit,
the
Mrs.
Hattie
Braithwaite, Mrs.
"Beauticians Day" sponsored
his parents at the bar and some sons.
urologist has just earned the
' by the Beauticians Excelsior
several scenes Hear tell the Mem phi ans rank, Lt. Commander. Janet, week of August 6 with the Marie Adams, Mrs. Samelen
captured
I Chapter will be presented Sun.
with his camera. Also trying picnic at Simpson's Farm was Lawrence
and
their
little Grand Basileus, Mrs. Annie W. Wilson and husband; Mrs.
day, Sept. 17. at 3:30 p.m. at
his hand at mixing the high- a gas — everybody was there Lauren where here recently Nevill, a grade school prin?ipal Nettye Rupert Jackson, Basithe Coleman Chapel Methodist
balls was Whitter Sengstacke, and they just had worlds of visiting her folks Juanita and
from Rocky Mount, N.C., pre- leus; Mrs. Azalee Mal me, antichurch
at
Jr. Their post which was fun. We did make it, ask the Johnny Arnold.
Vollentine
and
was
Basileus; Mrs. Lytia McKinnay
evening,
all
popular
spot
'Kney streets.
a
Simpsons they were the ones Rae ( Mrs. LaSallt ) Dudley siding.
under the carport.
there when we got there. was here the other week visit- The theme of the mee.ing and Daughter (Vera); Mrs.
A panel discussion on the subHarvey
L a nda, manager Thanks loads for invtIng us ing her folks the Ben Parkers was, "New Thresholds of Re- Grace Parker, Mrs.
Ethel Eldject "The Role of the Beauti
of Front St. gave an informal and don't forget us next time, has returned to Ft Hood, Texas
sponsibility in
a Changing ridge, Coldwater, Misr Franclan" will be discussed by three
and informative talk on the we'll be the first one there where her hubby is a staff Sgt.
World".
guest
ces
Tharpe,
panelists. Mrs. Ruby Lee
Mrs.
Ethel
Wattheatre. Making up the en- no of:atter what!
Mandy and John Tayloi,
Bankhead
will discuss the
tourage from Front St. were the CLUB WHIRL. . .It's that Jr., were here over ' -- During the conference, a kins, who flew in from Europe
church.
Mrs.
Eula Bell Neely
Grady Larkins and the Jim time again and the groups are Day week-end visitin'
Itudy of the social ills of WU'
, to join other Sigmas on
the community, and Mrs. Mil.
Bakkums.
getting
together
for
their parents the Clarence
"ere discussed and a program their chartered bus.
Idred Turner the home.
Appeasing their thespain ao- monthly sessions of bridge and his folks Jearldil
mtlined which can be carried
Mrs. Bernice Cole Fowler
petities as well as the gour- et cetera. One of the et ceteras John Taylor, Also
•
out across the nation improvAll beauticians are invited
ment taste were Clara and happens to be the children at the Taylors were John's br.),ter ing conditions that will d.s- and husband motored to St.
along
with the general pubic
H.
Louis Hobson. Leola .nd
Louis, and Chicago where they
the Goodwill Homes and that and his family.
courage rioting.
Mrs. Margaret Williams Is
A. Gilliam and their handsome group
J anie
Sue The members were told that picked
and
femmes
who've Daniel
of
up
M rs.
Mandell
president of the chapter, ana
towering son, Art, the Joe set out to do something for the Taylor from
Chattanooga, they must instill people w h
'Mrs. Frances Walker, secreAdams,
who
was
vacationing
SandrUlges. Jeraldine and John children met again at th home their son Danny who will a sense of pride . . . that
tary.
in Chicago with her sister and
brother of Jewel Mrs. Oscar
their
and
Tayloi
Speight begin his frosh year at the they will feel secure enoueh mother. The
Fowlers
and
Mts.
and
Daniel
in-law,
ter
and s,
to formulate plans and ?rue University of Ch attanooga not to be on the defensive.
Rev. G. W. Trotter will be
Adams motored to DeToit to
Janie Taylor from Chatta- ture their purpose and or- this month.
host minister.
Programs to help youth de- attend the boule.
Daniel a retired Lt. Colonel in vote their potential for care:21s
ganization.
Mrs. Mary R. Brooks, who
, Charter
members
present the Army is Civil Defense and purposeful living are hanwas vacationing in California,
Ch attanooga dled by the sorority on a na
and contributing ideas vier! Director for
WIGS WHOLESALE Pauline (Mrs. T. J.) Toney and Hamilton County and tional, regional, and local basis. and Chicago, joined the Sigmas
in Detroit.
Matte 'Mrs. Samuel) Cross'ey, Janie is Asst. Manager of the Nationally the organization has
$19. 95
Lois (Mrs. Charles H.) TarpleY, Cottage Hill Court Housing contributed over $15,000 in
100% HUMAN HAIR
Thelma (Mrs. Matthew, Jr.) Project.
EVERYONE INVITED
scholarships this year.
Thornton, Mattie (Mrs. Wnittier The Taylors rolled out the The Sorority presented a C• •
DISCOUNT WIG CO.
Tel.: 948-6639 A.) Sengstacke, Alma (Mrs. red carpet Thursday evening in check for $500 to the Willie
933 South 3rd
Phillip) Booth, Thelma ;Mira. grand
for
s t yle
Herman Gibson Family, victims of the
Robert) D a v idson, Gladys Smith, a long time school day Detroit riot. In addition .o the
Miss Angela Kathryn lalvtlie,
(Mrs. E. W.) Reed, Maggie friend who was visiting here gift to the Gibsons, the Si.vnas Sponsor
of Mrs. Ida M Flythe
daughter
Cora
(Mrs. Samuel) Peace,
from his home in New York presented a check for $2,000 to
1034
Alice
ave., has been
of
him, with
(Mrs. McCann) Reid, Florida City, feting
a Mayor Cavanaugh for the De- A Green Leaf Tea sponsored
Memphis, Tenn.
elected as a class representaand dinner of char-broiled steaks, Relief Fund, to assist other by the Klondyke Civic club
(Mrs. Robert) Fields
will
tive to the Publicity Co omittee
Sept. 15,1967
yours truly.
baked potatoes, salad, butter victims of the riots,
be held at the residence of Mr.
at Saint Mary college at LeavGiving sage
aisaice con- crust rolls, coffee and straw- The members of Sigma Gam- and Mr. James Speed of 930
enworth, Kans.
home
and
the
short
cake
for
dessert.
Betty,
cerning
the
berry
Dear
ma Rho Sorority from Mem- Speed st. on next Sunday,
A senior at Saint Mary. this
needs of the children were Dining with the Supervisor of phis who left here by char- Sept. 17, from 4 to 7.30 p.m.
I thought about you last
will be Miss Flythe's third year
Dircator
Civil
Engineering
on
bronze
Connelly,
Miss
Ceil
-- —
The public is invited and
night. We went out to
on the committee. She is majof Goodwill Home for Children plates which the Taylors daughfirst, second and third prizes
Stoker Furniture Company,
oring in chemistry and minorAnna (Mrs. Richard) ter Lana sent them from Bang-:and after marriage. Heibett's will be awarded.
and
1174 S. Bellevue Blvd.,
ing in biology.
Clarke, social worker at the.kok when she was there with brother is Dr. Vasco A. Sinai',
• Airy jungle print on cotton voile for the Iddy
was
she
Last
semester
lost night and we sow some home.
her Army husband Harold Jr.
Jesse James is president of
who is heir-conditioned this fall. Jeanette Ma- ! chosen to star in the Southof the wildest furniture.
And with the bride groups, Sims, and admiring ch;ra ware 1 Lana and Harold are ai,a,. the club, and Mrs. Vera Mcton
western Bell Telephone comBernice Fowler got the ball on the table from Saigon werer_
They had styles of furniternities adds a schoolgirl sleeve with wide cuff
Virginia where reporter.
in Ft. Belvoir, Virg
pany's production, 'Campus
to rolling for the VIPs and en- the honoree's parents, Rev. and the major is secretary to the
ture that I've never seen
or a young, ingenuous look.
Talent '67."
tertained them at her home Mrs. Vasco A. Smith Sr..,, General's staff. Lana was in
or heard of before and
Jeraldine's
folks,
the
senior
Summer
on South Parkway
Viet Nam with Harold and
knowing you like unactivities captivated the con- Jerry Taylors and the junior teaching school there until the
r
good
plus
usual styles
versations before the gam ebe- Jerry Taylors were all talking president ordered the wives
quality, I wonted to let
about
"remember
when"
when back to the states.
gan and starting the season off
with a bang by witmin gprizes they were friends in Crawford- Jacquelyn (Mrs. Truman)
you know about this
BY
were Earline Mobley, win- sville, Arkansas. If the last Williams was here from L.
store. So when you come
Mr.
of
Walter,
son
Ronald
names
confusing
ring,
sound
it's A. r e c ently
It North Main Street
ning a wallet and key
visiting
her
to town next week to do
Emma Jean Stotts, garnering really not so, Jeraldine who is parents, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel and Mrs. Norris 0. Walter,
Corrief of Cove antl Mein (Downstairs) 527-3619
your shopping, be sure
week
jet
last
Memphis
by
left
a luncheon set and,. Marie Jor- dubbed "Jack" has been a Sims.
save enough time before
dan winning a snack set.
Taylor all her life, before Ann (Mrs. J. B.) Boyd and for Clark University in Wor-1
you buy to go by and see
-- her son Whitman Able are back nester, Mass., where he wIIl
be a freshman this year.
Stoker' s unusual styles.
giving glowing reports of tneir
We sure like what we
several weeks visit to the He was accompanied on the
bought and I'm sure you
west coast. Ann attended the flight by his brother. Norris
M i ssionary
Woman's
CME Walter, who is to return to
will too.
Presents:
Meeting in Oakland
where Huston-Tillotson college in AusTell Larry and Jim
they visited Memphian Helen tin, Texas, where he will be
to come with you and be
senior.
Moore.
sure and stop by our
With the business over they
house so you can see our
were out to see more of the
$300
color TV. The one we
I sunny city of the Angels and
Dining & Dancing
I visiting good friends who used %at
bought from Stoker, too.
to call the Bluff city home,
Girl, it's great.
I Eddie L. Pruiitt, He's foundar
Open Seven Nights A Week
That's all for now.
and president of Pruitt Conege
Will be expecting to se*
lof Business. Earl Bohannon,
Hyde Park-Hollywood
you next week.
Velma Rogers, Lola Payton and The
will meet on
League
Civic
Your old time girl friend,
Sherman and Ann Coleman.
1Thursday night, Sept. 14, in
They went down to Tijuana'
Mary Jane
.the organization's civic league
thoroug hly
enjoyed
and
Ever?
SundaT
Evening
I building at 7:30 p.m., and all
Disneyland, K n o tt's
Betty
P.S. I forgot to mention
'members are asked to be on
through
the
From 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Farm and rushing
that Stokers' terms are as
hand to consider important
lobby of the Statler Hilton Hotel business.
little as Mo Down Payment
rt
'
WE
they ran into Lt. George W.
with up to 36 months to
We Cater to Private Parties
Lee, his daughter Gilda Hill., C. B. Myers is president of
HONOR SAP!'..1NIERICARII
pay. You can't beat that
Frank Scott, Leonard Mitehell the League, Mrs. Victoria,
1252
E.
MeLemore
Call
942-9290
even with my old •gg
and La BIB nche Jackson who Smith secretary, and Mrs.!
A/Vir ' tir
hose Lynom. %tanager
Evans publicity
beater.
MAP
, were checking out after atiand-;Lillie
Ichairman.
ling the Elks Convention.

Society

Merry
tio-round

Damsels

Planning

Fashion Show

Beauticians To

Sigma Gamma's Boule
A
ttended By Memphians

Be Featured At
Coleman Chapel

Memphis Girl
Elected To
Committee

wic Club To
A Tea

Ronald Walter
Off To College

Mon Claire

100% HUMAN HAIR WIGS

THE EMBASSY CLUB
it THE FATS
SONNY COMBO"

Expert Styling

Civic League To
Meet On Thursday

JAZZ SHOW

• Handmade Wigs — $49"
• French Wigs — $599s
• Lang Falls — 538"
• Hair-Lon Fall — 42"
•Wiglets — $8"

A :Kau, FREE
t Miami Iletach VACATION

•
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Going down the rec iving Buford and her sister Miss
line and hearing their nemei Minerva Jane Johnican, Mr.
announced by William Speight, and Mrs. Leroy Bruce, Mr.
III, were Mr. and Mr.. Oliver and Mrs. Frank Williams, Mrs.
Johnson, Jr., cousins of the I. A. Watson, Jr., Dr. and Mrs.
bride; Mrs. Jewel Gentry Hul- A. F. Saville, and daughter
Alice, Miss Gertrude
bert, Mr. and Mrs. Benny Nan
Thomas, Melvin Barnes, Candy Walker, Mrs. Aubrey Turner,
Walker, whose big brother was the bride's cousin; Mr. and
best man; Mrs. Leonard, Mrs. Mrs. Walter Flowers, Mrs.
Blanche R. McClaran, C.L. Nanille Banks and her sister
Mosseley, Dr. C. J. Bates. Mrs. John Powell. Miss Irma
Miss Parthenia Taylor, Mrs. Freeman, Mrs. Alan HarEleanor Bates, Fred Shaun, graves, Mrs. H. T. BrasMr. and Mrs. L. W. Bruce, well, Rev. and Mrs. H. C. NaMr. and Mrs. P.W. Thornton, brit and children Barbara and
Sr., Mr. and Mrs. P.W. Thorn- Charles. Mr. and Mrs. Benjaton, III, Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie min T. Lewis, Dr. and Mrs.
Briscoe and son Frank, Mr. Hollis F. Price, Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. J.S. Isabel, Mrs. Ed- Caffrey Bartholomew, Dr. and
ward H. Russell, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. W. W. Gibson, Mrs. RuJ.R. Williams, Mr. and Mrs. fus Thomas, Miss Jim Ella
William Johnson, J. E. Strong, Cotton, Mrs. R. Q. Benson, and
Mrs. Virgil Bynum, the bride's daughter Pamela; Mrs. Jesse
cousin, Mrs. M. S. Draper, Mrs. Bishop, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Charlotte Draper, Mrs. Eliza- E. Sims and their daughter
beth Lacey, Miss Bernice John- Nancy, Mr. and Mrs. Pete:
son, Mrs. Margaret Morrison, M. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. healfrom Chicago; Mrs. Willard ous Jones, Mrs. Jennie Tarpley,
G. Miss Erma Lee Laws, Mrs N.
Mrs. Thelma
Harvey,
Hooks, Mrs. Kendell Crawford, A. Gilliam, Mrs. Harold JamiMrs. Hilda S. Cox, Thurman son, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Northcross and his sister Miss Washburn, Mr. and Mrs. John
N Q rthcross, Miss Outlaw, Miss Isabel Greenlee,
Rhynette
Beverly Greene and her sister Mrs. Phillip Booth and her
Miss Freddie Greene and moth- mother, Mrs. C. M. Roulhac,
er Michael Greene, Edward Mrs. George D. Clarke, S^.,
Wheeler, Miss Carmella Guy Mrs.George D. Clarke, Jr., and
and her sister Miss Francine Mrs. Emmitt Simons, Sr.
Guy, Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Watching the bride cut the
Walton and son. C.D., Jr., Dr four tiered wedding cake were
and Mrs. G. W. West, Jr., Mrs. Longino A. Cooke, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Camp- Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Reed, Dr.
bell, cousins of the bride; and Mrs. A. E. Horne, Dr. and
Arthur L. Payton, Major Mrs. Theron Northcross, Mrs.
George Robinson, Dr. and Eugene Brayon, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. A. B. Carter, Mrs. A. M. Theodore Jackson, Mr. aud
Woods, Mrs. 0. C. Shuttles,1Mrs. Thomas Willis and their
Mrs. Pearl B. Saunders, Mra. son Archie, Mrs. Harry T.
Mary D. King, James G. King,'Cash and her mother, Mrs. 0.
Miss Barbara Gipmira, Larry B. Braithwaite, Miss Lawrence
McPherson, Moses Peace and Patterson, Dr. and Mrs. F. A.
his sister Sandra, Mr. and Rivers, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Mrs. Leroy Boyd, Mr. and Mrs.IPeace, Mr. and Mrs. Aionzo
Jessie Bradford, Miss Cora Weaver and daughter Phe be,
Lee Cleaves and Miss Mattie Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Lewis, Jr..
Pearl Davis.
and son Bobby, Mr. and Mrs.
Admiring the many gifts and Dorsey West, Mr. and Mrs.
r
II
upon Howard Robertson, Mrs. W. F
MR. AND MRS. EDWIN SANDERS
easel
the
especially
which there were pictures of Owen and her daughter Mrs.
, several gifts displayed such as Elbert Terry of Albany, Georparents
gia; Mrs. Alton Foster, Mrs.
a car from the bride's
dining room suite from the Victoria Hancock, Rev. and
'groom's aunts, Miss Cornelia Mrs. H. H. Jones, Mrs. James
Sanders and Mrs. Delors S. Donoho, Raymond Lynom, Mrs.
Thompson and living room and Carrie Horton Tennon of Chit ii e cago; Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
suites from
, bedroom
and brother in Peace, Mrs. Forestine Barnett,
sister
groom's
beautiful gownlJttlie Saville, Muriel Horne, law, Staff Sgt. and Mrs. Earl Mr. and Mrs. Joseph WestIn the house in which she wedding. The
Hobs on, Priscilla
Clarese
,IMayfield who're stationed in brook, Miss Pearl Parker with
grew up and in front of the had flowing panels from the
Hirsch.
Natalyn
Mr3.
and
back.
Marr
the
1Germany were Mrs. P. L. her parents,
big bay window which she neckline in
loves so much, Maye Olivia Sanders chose a green chiffon
Byes became the wife of Edwin gown with a fashickable jewelC. Sanders, II in a Sunday ed collar. Both mothers wore
afternoon ceremony of quiet white hybrid orchids.
dignity amidst family and Dr. and Mrs. Byas enterfriends in the home of her tained with a wedding recepparents, Dr. and Mrs. James tion held in the University
S. Byes, 1358 South Parkway E. Room of the Sheraton-Motor
The groom is the son of Mr. Inn after the ceremony. While
and Mrs. A. D. Greene and Tony Barasso played melodies
the late Rev. Edwin C. Sanders. on his accordion guests dined
The couple knelt on a on hot and cold hors d'oeuvres
white satin covered prie dieu drank champagne and offered
before an improvised altar of felicitations to the handsome
white chrysanthenums and a young couple and their parents.
myriad of glowing tapers and
Wedding guests from out of
her4rd the vows it-limed by the town were friends and membride's pastor, Rev. William bers of the bride's family, Mn.
Smith of Collins Chapel CME Vivian Cook, the bride's great
Church and the groom's pastor aunt from Baltimore who was
Rev. James M. Lawson of regal in pale blue lace, Mrs.
Centenary Methodist church. Sue Walker, another one of her
The lovely young bride who great aunts from Montclair,
was given in marriage by her New Jersey, she was striking
father wore a gown of white in a red gown; Mr. and
peau de sole styled with an Mrs. Lester Norris, the bride's
empire waistline. The bodice aunt and uncle from Los Anfeatured a scooped neckline geles; Mr. and Mrs. William
short sleeves and appliques of Johnson, the bride's cousins
lace and seed pearls. The from Baltimore, she was smart
train floated in soft pleats in green; Mr. and Mrs. Paul
from the high empire waist in Wilson, friends of the bride's
the back and was complement- family from New York City;
ed by lace appliques and seed she was smart in rose; Dr.
William . Jenkins, Englewood,
pearls.
classic
a
New Jersey, and Mips Betty
headpiece
Her
beauty was a small crown of Anne Isridgeford, another friend
seed pearls accented by a veil of the bride's family fibril
of cascading illusion. The Montclair, she was pretty in
bride's bouquet was a sheaf of green. Also here for the wedding was Miss Barbara Glairwhite baby orchids.
who was the bride's
The bride was attended by mire
at Dickinson Colroommate
her friend from childhood and
Larry McPtici-son
and
lege
club member when they were
N.J.
Monmouth
Ft.
from
Memphis
the
both members of
Jr.. beSpeight,
0.
Chapter Co-Ette Club, Inc., Mrs. W.
Miss Maudette Brownlee. The comingly attired in beige lace
maid of honor wore a blue directed the wedding and elechiffon gown with the high em- gant reception and was repire waistline and matching sponsible for the bevy of young
whom
of
many
halo veil and slippers. She is hostesses
the daughter of Mrs. George were Co-Ettes with the bride
Brownlee and the late Mr. during their high school days
and they included Misses ShirBrownlee.
Peace, Myrna Williams,Rob
Jr.
ley
Walker,
Antonio Maceo
Carol McDaniel, Janet Patterwas best man.
Mrs. Byas wore a gown ofl son, Yvonne Robinson. Dianne
blue chiffbn for her daughter'sj Westbrook, Carol Thompson,

Multiply your fun by

What do you get?
The right solution every time.
Because The Sure One never varies.
Never has; never will.
Always smooth;always a pleasure.
Serve it.
It'll add up to good times.
Seagram's 7 Crown
The Sure One.

Mae Olivia Byas Is Married In
A Beautiful Ceremony At Home

IMMO
Seagram Distillers Co., N.Y.C. Blended Whiskey. 86 Proof. 65% Grain Neutral Spirits./

THE CLEAN MACHINE

116111TGE CHARGER

• Just naturally good!

SPEAS
ENIEGA..

PURE APPLE CIDER OR DISTILLED

1:1

'say SPEAg,
—please!
FREEI

211-page booklet "Why
Didn't Someone Tell Me About All
These Uses for Vineprr Write SPEAS
COMPANY, 2400 Nicholson Ave,
Kansas City, mo.

XL\

- %PEAS II

r

Here's a Charger like no other Charger you've ever
seen. A sleek new shape that's every man's dream.
With a price tag that can make that dream a reality.
A car that's completely equipped from road to roof,
from hideaway headlights up front, to the arrogant
spoiler out back. Inside, buckets up front, room for
three in the back, plenty of space in the trunk. And
under the hood, a brisk and exciting 318-cubic-inch
V8 standard, with a 383-cubic-inch V8 an option.

ONE LOOK,AND YOU'RE HOOKED

Dodge

LER
CHRYS
CORPORATION
MOTORS

And if all this is beginning to give you a case of
Dodge Fever, wait till you see the other exciting
new Dodges. There's Dart—America's first choice
in compacts; Coronet—your kind of beauty at
your kind of price; Polara —a big, roomy
car with a popular price; and Monaco—
the most luxurious Dodge of them all.
See them all at your Dodge Dealer's.
He has the only cure for Dodge Fever.

ODGE
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S.C., N.C. Action Programs Pay Off
WASHINGTON D. C. —
cooperation
effort
among
Federal and local agencies
and the textile indusLry in
North and South Carolina
initiated
by
the
U. S.
Equal Employment Oopor
tunity Commission is open
ing new job opportunities Dr
minority group members

PsychiatrI
Program lilt

ployment fo,aim held in Charlotte, North Carolina, last January 12-13.
Alexander also announced
today that the Commission's
affirmative action program
in North Carolina has been
launched. An EEOC contract
with the N.C. Good Neighbor
Council signed by its Chairman, D.S. Coltrane, provides
$28,500 to the Council for an
affirmative action program at
with the industrial community
on a statewide basis.
Under the term
of the
contract, the N.C. Good Neighbor Council isundertaking
12-month program designed to
expand job and training opportunities for Negroes in all
job c;•tegories in the state's
industries. Activity will be
cLacentrated in five industrial
areas with substantial Negro
population and available manpower. Contacts will be made
with 100 employers to promote
affirmative action, in cooperation with community organizations, public agencies, local
officials, and church groups.
The five areas are. BurkeCatawaba-Iredell;
Meeklen• burg-Caston-Cabarrus;
ForAlamance; Robeson-Cumberland; H a lifax-Northampton
for alternatively-Buncombe).
Total minority population in
' these areas is estimated at
1
Al 1 more than 400.000.

The ten South Carolina
EECC Chairman Clifford L
firms
reported that the 246
Alexander, Jr., announced last
week that voluntary affirma- jobs represent 41 per cent of
all new hires during June and
tive action in equal employ- July, Alexander said, comparment programs by ten South
ed to the il per cent filled
Carolina textile mills provided
by Negroes in an average
246 new jobs for Negroes durtwo-month period
ing June and July. TotaL,
annual wages can be expected
The programs flow frtan the
to exceed $750,000
ZEOC.sponsored textile em-

PRIVATE Pete Gogolak, New York
Giants place kicker, chats with
members of the Ft. Belvoir Little
League football team. Pete, brother

of Washington

kicker
Charlie Gogolak, is assigned tc,
Headquarters Co. Third Battalion,
as a clerk-typist.(UM

$100 WINNER

By Howard B. Woods
Editor - in - Chief
Sengstacke Publication
WASHINGSTON — The ism4. gis
tg iftritt4c
training at the nation's most preSt
dominated university is under-tata.11 W II% Xstional Medical Association and et SO OttlItlwedklead to more explosions on the wipes 840%43,
faculty and staff.
The issue, significantly, is p web mot
It centers around the present e am the et•IrIt'l
of a white member, who, ace:n(1 og to ao treorA
swings "considerable influence" -a the pri rivr-1
and training of young Negro mterient hitker.
Neuropsychiatry department at ioward tIt-vet
sity.
The issue, which was raised
at the NMA convention in St. L
to come to a head sometime this
ing on the Howard campus.

$100 WINNER

Buy Bonds
LONG DISTANCE RUNNER, Robert Preston 17, of 315
W. 113th Street, makes with a big grin as he hits the
finish line in the 1st Annual Harlem Marathon Relays.
Sponsored by the Harlem Athletic Association and the
J. Horn Furniture Company of 116th Street, the race was
won by the 28th Precinct. Robert was the 28tb's anchor
man. Starting at 116th and 8th Avenue, the race was run
over to Lenox Ave., up to 145th Street, across to 8th Ave.
and back to 116th Street. The 3-2/3rd-miles was covered
by the 28th in 20-minutes and 17 seconds. — Nesfield Photo.

Flavor straight
from the Golden Age
of the 4000 beers

at sew Ittwo
flatland trted'
~ducal law*
dominated by whites. While o
the liaistra
matter was formerly brought to Dm. VIA 4.41
month, there was eonsiderablt corridor dim orsion regarding Meharry Medit ii Calker.
cularly its school of dentistry of Nivoleivi4k_
The Howard matter was 'laced brtrwe vhk.
convention by a group of practicing D'.* peyest6trist u n d e r the leadership I f Dr Wiltiam
Tompkins. Dr. Tompkins was e ected hairroar of
,the NMA Neurology Psychial rv Serti.m. wt% re
the issue now rests.
The NMA committee has exprtsar,i "re•vc
concern about the psychiatric training roamer? fn
at Howard. It would appear, Dr. Tosrp&sops P.
said, that the advancement of ideas snt4 t 'Se
. formulation of psychiatric thought procetwo are
virtually under the control of non-Nor-0 nil% phi a.
trists.
ThO trend seems to have the totality ,ti N.,
gro life "defined by persons who lack the re-4voir of intellectual and culturn! informeion al4;4
would allow a true concept."

$500 WINNER

HOUSE OF QUALITY SINCE 1877

Mrs. Bernice Young
473 RosewooclAve.

•

TIME!

You're off to an exciting night at the races every Saturday night when you
watch "It's
RACING TIME" on WMC.TV, Channel 5, 7 to 7 P.M. Plan a party with your
friends and
family right in your own living room. Play and win. .you could be a lucky
winner and
win up to $500!

A WINNER
EVERY TIME
QUALITY
STAMPS
Oa.
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NEW YORK — (UPI) — The said ''-••
.
trawl In
Continental Football League the 'a
eastcru
slois
announced Wednesday it had will ),
• 'taw:suspended the Toronto fran- dist...dilution
rinee playchise for -failure to mePt ers A nd
.,ort oast eraiehay
league requirements.
prollems c:”.lareri y Tereevu s
The antiouncement, made by folciI'commissioner Sol Rosen. said Toronto playe!., uere informToronto ran
into financial'ed of the suspension Tuesday'
problems and failed to meet night.
l league requirements
Other teams in the Eastera
He said the Canadian club Division are Wheeling, Hartwill not operate this year, hut ford. Akron, Orlando, Charlesadded the suspension is sub- ton and Norfolk.
ject to review at a later date.
The Canadian team had a
.1-1 record in league play. He

It's Here
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Tom's Donut Shop
RACING 93OPE1NSo7 .DAYThSir4 dWEEStK
Mrs. Edna Agness
705 Lucille

ithrINg

CFL Suspends Tcronto Team

A. S. BARBORO, INC.
119 ST. PAUL ST.

Mr. Walter Lee
1023 North Manassas

tray
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Car!rng Brevring compan,Belleville. Illinois

Earl W. Gause
1647 Waverly

emir hot worth
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The concern arises from w
physicians feel is an "alarmins
to have the two former Negrt

Redskins

Shop Where
Me Prices
Are Right
And The
Clerks Polite
. .BIG STAR
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RACE AN ISSUE AT HOV

HOURS
6:00 Adfl. UNTIL
12:00 Ilf1D-NITE

WATCH FOR
SPECIALS
GRAND OPENING
3 MIN. - SANDWICHES ALL KINDS

WE HAVE BREAD
MILK — MEATS — DRINKS — POTATO
CHIPS

AT SPECIAL PRICE
WE CATER TO CHURCHES - SOCIAL CLUBS
& WEDDINGS
TOM LAWSON, OWNER

947-4931

Mingo, Lu.steg
Duel With Kicks

MIAMI —(UPI)— C-ene Mingo and Borth Lusteg started
IMonday on their week long
Iplacekicking duel to determine
which will hold down the big
!toe
job
with
the
Miami
Dolnhins.
Monday's results were inconclusive as both men performed handsomely. Each attempted 35 field goals from the
15 through the 35 yard line.
Mingo, seven-year veteran
of the
American
Football
League and the AFL's third
leading all-time scorer with
485 points, missed only one
boot.
Lusteg missed two of his 35
lattempts Monday but will have
i a chance to get even the remainder of the week.
Head coach George Wilson
i
ihas said he would conduct
Ithe trials every day right up
until the deadline of 24 hours
before next iunday's regular
season opener against Denver
in the Orange Bowl. Then he
• mirst decide which placekicker
the squad will carry for the
remainder of the season and
turn the other loose.
—

Yi
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HAIR COLORING
Hides That GRAY
The lasting Way
.17 iles•uses
as home ... even
1
dull, faded hair becomes younger looking,
&irk and lustrous, radiant
*th highlightA. STRAND
Coloring won't nth off
leash out. Safe with per.
too. Try STRAN I`

ONLY 98t
COMPLETE_
NOTHING
ME TO BOY
-foo$TRAND HAIR COLORING
Choice of 5 natural shades:
lot Blocn- Block--Oarlt Brown
Medtvnt Brown -I flint Brown

Ask for if at your druggist.
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An ouirleor :edge adjoining
iutchenw saves steps
asa-ro
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4‘e: GEST FOOD •SIO
Mencti:0

•jrow ti4629 MADISON

, t1c at zoi price.

•

2Limit

Life-like

5Bag
Lb

LIBBY'S
ALASKA PINK

2 Limit
Hy-Power

All dressed up from head
to toe! She drinks, she
wets, she opens and closes
her baby blue eyes'. Movable arms, legs, and head
make her a youngster's
pride and joy.

YOGI BERRA, New York Mets coach, give middleweight champion Nino Benvenuti (left) some
instructions on how to wield bat during Benvenuti's visit to Shea Stadium. Benvenuti will
defend his title against champ Emile Griffith at
Shea Stadium September 28. (UPI)

PILLSBURY

TAMALES

12"
Baby Doll

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

'
22

$

Just the size fora little girl
to cradle in her arms! And
her new baby can drink.
wet, open and close beautiful big eyes. She's all
dressed up for hours of
girl-play.
Small Fry Love To Rock!

2969 Summer
323-5594

Anothe4
Kress
v alue

BOLD CHEER
or FRED MONTESI
WITH COUPON

This solidly built rocker cian
take all the rough wear your
child can dish out. . . and
still look handsome. An
ideal TV chair too.

Men. & Thera. 9.30 'fit 9 00

Tues., Wei., Fri.
930 Iii 5:30
Sat. 9:30 TI 610 p.a.

VARIETY FAIR

DETERGENTS
BOLD or CHEER
FRED MONTESI
31b.6oz. box
giant size box
12'
21b.15oz. 8
With coupon and $5.00 additional purchore, excluding
value o; coupon merchandis• (fresh milk products and
tobacco also excluded in ccmplionc• with state law).
One coupon per family. Coupon expires Wednesday, Noon,
Sept. 20. Anti•freeze also excluded in coupon redemption.

FRED

Conveniently Yours at Kress

Let TRI-STATE DEFENDER

FRED MONTESI

DETERGENTS

•

367 Union
527-4471

5 ,290

MONTESI

FRED MONTESI

MEAL
Self Rising

CORN in BUTTER

blab.

2 Llmil

Ads Be Your Guide

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS
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Price

TWO BEST PLACES TO GET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
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EXCLUSIVE:

Washington's OK Called
•I•

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 19Z7

DEFENDER

, Confessions Of Nat Turner
In The Bag Are Highlighted In Harper's

This will give Washington a The task of reorganization stranger to the town nor its By W. A. SENGSTACKE, Jr. upon imagination in those majoratively. It was at a highchance to study the list of. will be an enormous one complexities. He has lived
Courtlaad
areas where little is known of school game in
The September issue of Harpossibles and give his opinion' and Washington needs the here alt of his adult life.
Nat's early life and the germi- (once named Jerusalem) that
the
and
the
Director
of
of
As.
President
Executive
backing
will
per's Magazine has an interesthe thinks
whom
on
pointed out to
Housing ing excerpt from William Sty- nation of the revolt and in re- a live oak was
the city all the way. He is National Capi tal
work best on his team.
Styron as the
13-year-old
the
antebellum
the
constructing
borrowing one technique from Authority, he has had 2.5 ron's book THE CONFESserved
The President is anxious to his recent boss, Mayor John years e x p erience in the SIONS OF NAT TURNER. world and attempting to create "hanging tree" that
Nat Turner
for
is
words,
gallows
own
his
in
the
what,
as
field of housing and knows The novel was written about
to have a smooth-running opera- Lindsay of New York.
wishes
President's
By ETHEL L. PAYNE ,the
fellow -insurrectionists.
as much about the place as one of the most prolific black "less an historical novel in and his
immediateli
approval
its
so
tion
that
new
give
the
governconventional terms than a There his interest took root,
Publications
Sengstacke
Washington plans to ue s anyone.
liberators in the history of meditation on history."
,to both Washington and his ment will show marked imbut feeling, as a young writer,
Washington Correspondent
America. It is a Book-of-theprincipal assistant, Thomas provement over the old sys- walking mayor He wants to
from too inexperienced to handle
narrated
is
novel
The
WASHINGTON — It apMonth Club selection and will
E. Fletcher, who was nominat- tem and help to make the get close to the people, to
Nat such a theme, he waited twenty
pears likely that the Senate ed for Deputy Commissioner. District a showcase for the talk over problems and get
be
by ,Random the point of view of
published
ex- years and published three other
word
45,000
The
Turner.
House in October.
of the U. S. Congress will This means . the team will be rest of the country.
He is n
their viewpoint
in Harper's, novels before fulfillinc this
appearing
cerpt
N AT
CONFESSIONS 0 F
set a new speed record by ready to go to work at once
central early ambition.
. nov- which comprises the
TURNER, Styron's fourth
to gct
anxious
are
Both
VACATIONERS
a long In an article entitled This
is
book,
the
of
confirming Walter E. Washingportion
Mrs. Alberta Bonner of Chi- el, is based on the only ef- reverie that takes place in Quiet Dust, part of a speciol
ton this week as the new Com- started.
cago has returned home after fective and prolonged revolt 'n Nat's mind as he linger3 in supplement of Harper's called
missioner of Washington. D. C.,
Mr.
Johnson
is
holding
off
several days vishing the annals of American Negro jail through the cold, autum- THE SOUTH TODAY pubspending
making him the Mayor of this
announcing the names of the
Williams and Slavery. The insurrection took nal days before his executihn. lished in April 1965, Styron
;Mrs. Mattie
city of 700,000.
nine-member city c ouncil
place in a remote rural region
family here.
he made
of the Tidewater wrote about a visit
Informed sources say that until after Washington and
I Miss Louise Mull of Chicago of southeastern Virginia in the A native
while
County
Southhampton
to
the Senate will go along e ith Fletcher have been sworn in.
summer of 1831. Nat Turner region of Virginia, William Styworking on THE CONwas
he
When Douglas Barksdale, 17. youngsters in the 16 to 21 age'returned home from a visit
from
far
not
up
grew
himself
divinely ron
considered
FESSIONS OF NAT TURNER
and his brother William, 16, of bracket are having their ap. with her mother, Mrs. Willie
sanctioned to lead his people Southampton County, where
and family.
others,
Mull
Pe.lie
met'
Mrs.
Vance
239,
took for the purpose, among
MEN'S WEAR
revolt
Turner's
plications processed.
Mrs. Shirley Marquez and to freedom. Before Turner and Nat
insurrectionthe
retracing
Nichols, they didn't realize
of
boyhood,
his
While training, they will re. family of Los Angeles spent the other leaders were hanged place. From
that travel and a chance at a
ists's march to Jerusalem.
they had killed many whites. Styron says, the story of the
ceive
allowance
for
an
clothing
grandher
visiting
days
several
new life lay ahead of them.
William Styron's other novfasslave
rebellion
desperate,
and receive medical and denta mother, Mrs. Willie Mull and On August 21, 1831, heading
are Lie Down in Darkness,
Mrs. Nichols, a social worker.
els
as
in the direction of Jerusalem cinated him, the more so
Their meals will be family.
introduced the boys to Memphis expenses.
The Long March, and Set This
the county seat, Nat Turner Virginia history books menArea Project South, Inc. (MAP supplied, and on holidays they Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Pool of
House on Fire.
and
briefly
only
set forth with a small nucleus tioned him
South), an action agency of the will be given plane trips home Decatur, Ill., is visiting her
ashis
of
began
disciples
and
back to Sparta.
Brown,
Vella
Miss
sister,
Memphis War on Poverty Com- and
The Job Corps offers training brother Dosie Brown and oth- sault on the white population
mittee. Before the introductioe
of Virginia. During the threeall seemed hopeless for the in other areas. The IBM course er relatives and friends.
By WALTER LOGAN
clay uprising sixty white peoand
Robinson
Lana
Mrs.
years.
two
takes
Training
is
fatherless boys from a family
offered in such fields as cos- daughter, Yolanda, of St. Lows ple were killed and every
UPI — The white shirt for business wear may of eight children.
Mr. dwelling on the thirty-five mile
Because of their association metology, welding, auto me- are visiting her parents,
soon become a thing of the past.
path was plundered or deand
James
Bryant
Mrs.
and
areas.
other
Iwith MAP South the boys flew chanics and
stroyed. This insurrection was
Colored shirts are outselling the whites for the I to Sparta Wisconsin this week Young people between the family.
announced
put down by white landowners
MIA/s11. Fla — If and ership Conference
ON THE SICK LIST
first time, and the percentage increases as house- for job training. Douglas aid ages of 16 and 21 are eligible
and units of the Virginia mili- when a riot comes to Dade a campaign called "Operaand
Wade
M.
Lovie
Mrs.
for Job Corps training. Appliwives discover that high fashion now comes in William are the secend and
tia, and close to two hundred County the Metro Sheriff tion Breadbasket" will get
third persons to leave for Job cations may be filled out at Mrs. Pucie Dela pp are in
black people, slave and free, Department is well-prepared underway this month.
hospital
County
Gibson
the
Permanent Press.
Corps Training, but some 30 1 138 S. Fourth st.
killed in retaliation. Nat to quell it. This fact was
were
surgery.
underwent
where both
Both are improving nicely at Turner, along with seventeen made public last week when
Porter
others, was hanged.
M a n ager
County
this writing.
Color is the story in this year's Fall shirts and
Undergoing medical treat- There isn't much available Homer revealed the viet
it ranges from a deep French blue through every
ment in their homes are Mrs. data on the early life of Nat purchase of $27,932 worth of
conceiv4ble shade of green to cinnamon, salmon,
Tera Wright and Tittus cereen. Turner. The few details of the riot control equipment.
Homer asked the Metro
Joe Blakemore is still con- attempted liberation movement
bronze and copper.
fined to his home on account are contained in a slim docu- Commission to wave formai
ment entitled "The Confessions bidding for the items retroof illness.
The pale pastels of recent years are going out
TALLAHASSEE, Fla —
Mrs. Mary Reid and hus- of Nat Turner". which was actively. They did. The equipwith the solid whites.
Legislaturc
F I o rida
The
last
lawyer,
purchased
Turner's
by
was
taken
Mrs.
of
ment
sister
Chicago,
of
band
month during rumors of pos- worked long and hard to
are visiting Mrs. Thomas Gray.
Wade,
Lovie
Patterns are more popular than solids. Stripes,
give the state a new constituand
racial trouble
Wade, a patient in the hospital. After the revolt, a shock sible
but ended the prolonged
tion
wide track ones more than an inch apart, are by far
judgeour
enthe
through
"In
ran
said
Jackwave
Homer
of
Perkins
Mrs. Mary
son, Tenn., visited her sister tire South. Nat Turner's heroic ment it'was necessary to do session without agreeing on
the most popular with young businessmen but the
here last week, Mrs. Geneva attempt to liberate black people what was done." No trouble many of the important feastyle leaders are going for tattersalls and checks and
tures. Thus another session
in America resulted in tyranni- developed.
Thomas.
almost invariably on a colored background.
is likely before the voters
Items purchased include
Mr. and Mrs. P.A. Danner,cal new controls upon Negroes
and Clinton Easley spent the — the establishment of patrols, shotguns, chemical gas guns, w;l1 have a chance to ratify
•
further restriciton upon move- acid resistant goggles, gas their efforts.
week end in Topeka. Kan.
provisions
the
of
One
ment, education, assembly, and masks, night sticks, elecizic
The buttcn down collar style remains almost a
severe locks for police cars, bu 1 agreed upon by the Senate
other
of
beginning
the
the
is
and
currently
on
college
campus
the
uniform
and crippling restraints which horns, ammunition and riclio and House of Representatives
latest fad in Europe.
concerned civil rights. While
persisted throughout the slave- equipment.
short and without specifics,
While county officials were
holding states until the CM1
But the newer styles are very widespread colHOLLYWOOD — The long War.
getting jittery because of vio- the provision said that "no
lars, long points which look like button downs withlegs of Vanessa Redgrave race There are very few facts lence in other cities throughout person shall be deprived of
rough "Camelot" In a variety about the revolt in existence, the nation, local officials of any right because of race or
out the buttons, some with pins, and short spread
religion."
of extravagant motions that I therefore Styron relies heavily the Southern Christian Leadcollars.
would be unqueenly if they
weren't so graceful.
White shirts look pretty drab with the new Fall
Joshua Logan director of the
suits but the big three manufacturers—Van Heusen,
Warner bros. musical picture,
Arrow and Manhattan—introduced permanent press
revealed that among the reasons he wanted the actress for
in white only and housewives won't have anything
the Queen Guenevere role
other than P.P.
was "because of the way she
used her wonderful long legs.
the
And, it turns out, housewives do most of
DOUGLAS AND WILLIAM of eight. MAP South flew
"One of her most appealing
buying.
new them to Sparta Wisconsin, charms," added Logan, "is
BARKSDALE' 10 und
hope through MAP South. where they will train for her flowing movement. The
They are high school drop- jobs that will be useful to very way she walks is enticThis year every manufacturer has taken it up outs from a fatherless family their future.
ing."
in one form or another — solid cotton broadcloths,
Unfortunately. the actress'
various mixtures of cotton and Filch polyesters as
legs are mostly covered with
long, flowing gowns in "CameKodrel or Dacron.
lot," but her gliding movements
are clearly discernible.
They have added colors and pattern and high.
The new 1968 lines of Ply- luxury Imperials.
stylecollars and it fAill comes out of a washing mamouths. Chryslers and Im- Included
a r e four new
chine needing little or no ironing.
perials will go on sale for Plymouth models: the sport
A new factor making its appearance in shirts the first time tomorrow in Plymouth Road Runner. the When you retain an archit h roughout the Satellite Sport Wagon in 2- tect to build a new house or ta;
this year is something called soil release. The poly- dealerships
U. S.
seat and 3-seat models, and remodel an old one, he'll not
ester fibers in PP shirts had an affinity for oil
the Plymouth Fury in 2-door only draw up the plans for the
job, but he'll make sure that
stains which had to be scrubbed out by hand. Soil Robert Anderson, Chrysler- fasttop.
quality building materials such
Plymouth D i vision general
factors
release
have been added and the oil stains manager, said dealers will There are 64 six-cylinder as top grade bricks and lumber
come out in the wash.
offer 84 different models, rang- and VS models in the Ply- and domestic ceramic tile are
ing from ecoromy Plymouth mouth line, 15 Chryslers and used, says the Tile Council of
•
America.
up
to five Imperials.
Valiant c o m pacts

But Capital's Citizens Are
Wary Of 'Safe, Clean Collars'

Trenton New3

Brothers Finding Hope
At A Job Corps Center

-••••

••••
•••

Color, The Story
For Fall's Shirts

Miami Prepares Guns
For Racial Troubles

Fla. May Get
Civil Rights
—

MIS

THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS
1966
WE INVITE YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS
1967

MADISON CADILLAC

Debut Day For '68 Chryslers

2 LOCATIONS
341 UNION AVE.
2577 POPLAR AVE.

Household Tip

526-8207
327-8451

Standard oftheWorld

And a few pointers on what tie to wear with the
new patterns: A burgundy and yellow stripe on a
solid pink; blue and white polka dots on a narrow
blue and white stripe; regimental stripes on narrow
stripes; club figures on a tattersall; allover patterns
against a widetrack stripe; a mild paisley against
colored stripes; medallion print against a window
pane check; club figures against a check.
And in a color combination that coordinates
with the suit.

Some of the standouts:
Van Heusen's flared spread deeptone shirt in a
Kodrel-cotton blend, a wide spread collar blue on blue
pincheek, combinations of blue/yellow, maize/brown,
navy/light blue. Creighton's deep color chambray
BDs in such stripe combinatioons as nutmeg/navy,
cinnamon Thlue, blue/pumpkin.
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LADIES FREE
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Missionary
Day Planned
For Mt. Zion
The Emma
E. Johnson
Missionary Society of Mount
Zion AME church at 11.8
W. Trigg will celebrate its
annual Missionary Day on
Sunday, Sept. 17, at 3 p.m.
The sermon will be given
by Rev. E
Paul Beavers,
pastor of the New Allen AME
church. All are invited to be
present.
Mrs. Eula Fisher is president of the society, and
Mrs. Lydia Patterson secretary.
Rev. B. R. Booker is pastor
of the church.

Voters League
Will Endorse
Candidates

ORANGE MOUND YOUTH formed at Mount Pisgah
Park
on
ORGANIZE. Members
of C.M.E. Church
the newly formed Orange Ave. The group is made up
Mound Consolidated Police of youths between the ages of
Club are seen here shortly 14 and 20. Officers were
after their first meeting on elected by the members with
E.E.
Dect.
of
aid
Sept. 5, 1967. The group was the

Reddit of the Community
Relations Dept. This committee of adults is from the
Orange Mound Civic Club,
that was formed to work
closely
w i th the young
people. From left to right

are, Kenneth Edwards,
sgt. at arms: Linda Dover,
treasurer; Dorothy Brigance,
Asst. Secretary; Linda
Henry
Mayes, secretary;
Bridgeforth, Vice President;
Annita Liggins, president:

Second Row-Detective E.E.
Redditt; Larry Smith, Curtis
Sanders, R o bert Turner,
Mary West, John S. Greer,
Michael Bridgeforth; Third
Row-James Thompson, Luke
Hill, Thomas Wilson, Robert

The Memphis and Shelby
County Voters League, with
offices at 280 Hernando St..
will endorse candidates for
various offices in the coming
election this week, according
to Rev. D. E. Herrings, Jr.,
chairman of the organization.
The group said it will sumlort
and endorse candidates on the
basis of their dedication ".,)
the cause of first class freedom
for all citizens in Memphis and
Shelby County."
Other moves it favors are
better welfare service for the
poor, better treatment of the
poor at John Gaston hospita1,1
and a municipal legal aidl
society for the destitute.
Other League officers are
C. G. Brown secretary, and
Willie Roberts treasurer.

MEMPHIAN CONGRATU- gratulated by Dr. W. S.
LATED — Mrs. Billye Clay Davis, president of the school.
Moore Davis received her Mrs. Davis is a third grade
master of art degree in ele- teacher at Hanley Elemenmentary education at Tennes- tary school. An active memsee A&I State University at ber of the Progressive Bapits recent summer cony tist church, she is the wife
mencement exercises, and I of John W. Davis, a teacher
she is seen here being con- In the County School system.
-

Peter Pan CleailermIN
899 E. Mclemore
ONE HOUR SERVICE
946-1205
SUMMER
MONEY
SAVER

1560 Netherwood
SAME DAY SERVICE
275-1544 .

WE
APPRECIATE
YOUR
BUSINESS

FIRST NATIONAL

BANKAMERICARD

ON RISE AMONG NEGROES

Beautifully Cleaned & Pressed

May Be Link Between Asthma And Ghettos

SUITS and DRESSES, plain S125
SHIRTS
"Like you like 'em" 5 i $1 15

WASHINGTON — The nation's top biological medical
research analysts here and
in New York have come up
with two likely causes for
the alarming rising incidence
of asthmatic ailments which
are decidely higher among
America's Negroes and Puerto Ricans and a cause of
much concern.
Asthma is an allergy, say
the reserrchers. By feeding
hospital and autopsy reports
into a computer in New
York on a basis heretofore
impossible, it was recently
theorized that worry over :he
civil rights situation ani
slum conditions may be
greatly responsible for the
increase in this allergy
among Negroes.
Now two Washington allergists have gone a step further and learned that at
least one-quarter of the slum
resident patients whom they
tested in their surveys show
definite signs of allergy to
roaches and cockroaches.
Vie incidence of this allergy was found to be particu-

WON"
WHERE
TO Fill
.. e buyer for yaw
car, Sr 0 wiring machine to buy, or someone to deon your
home' Just nod and
use our ...

larly high among Negroes
and Puerto Ricans, who have
been shown to be most frequently exposed to cockroaches in their communities
and homes.
In an August issue of the

Southern Medical Journal in
which the two Washin.;ton
allergists' findings are reported, it is recounted that
not only are cockroachca to
be found in slum houses but
they are found to travel to
food-handling establishments. I

restaurants and even to modern homes.
One of the allergists. Dr.
Harry S. Bernton of HoNai d
University's College of Medicine, says that a poss;ble
treatment or cure for the

allergy might be the injecdon
of cockroach extracts into
tht bodies of those suffering
from allergic cockroach asthma in order to desensitize
them to the disease. This
would work like the ants-

Opportunity Must Be Given To All

toxin used in smallpox
cinations does.

vac

The vulnerability of &um
residents to this particular
asthmatic allergy is described
jointly by Dr. Bernton and
Dr. Halle Brown, of the Di J.rict of Columbia's George
Washington University, who
conducted t h eir research
mostly among clinic patients
at hospitals, in the Southern
Medical Journal article.

The N e gro Churchmen consultation with represencapital economy is righted."
The article says that roachIn proposing the National also said that they were tatives of all segments of
Negro community, es and cockroaches are "omDevelop ment zupporting the Urban Coali- the
Econon.ic
the nivorous" insects which nibr es tore
which met recently that can
Bank, the Negro Church- tion
idence
of ble at the various materials
con
f
shattered
call
men said that it should in Washington, in its
Negro which are part of the food
m i llions of
utne funds from govern- coon the Nation and the the
ment and private sources to Congress "to reorder our Americans who have lost or clothing which man eats,
make capital available to National priorities, with a faith in the American wears, uses or discards in
the Negro community at commitment of na tional promise," the Churchmen any manner.
The most common method
resources e q ual to the said.
below market rates.
is for them to contaminate
The Bank would "make dimension of the Problems
The National Committee food, refuse or body voidings
creation
of we face." The NCNC is also of Negro
p-ssible the
is which man leaves unprotected
Churchmen
Coalition's
supporting
the
community foundations that
leaders
top
400
composed
of
statement would
The NCNC
build proposal to establish "Earn fro m 12 deno minations or does not completely burn.
and
design
However they may also conCenters" to
Learn
Negro com- decent housing: the invest- and
said "The
across the nation. The Rev.
munity must, as a matter ment of capital in Negro provide jobs but warned Dr. M. L. Wilson, Chair- taminate food by merely
must
necessity schools and colleges where that "the salaries
of r i g ht and
and crawling over dishes, food
the man of its Finance
above
peoole
control policies, initiate and new patterns of education bring
and containers or surfaces or
mmittee
C
o
Strategy
the
level from
which food will be prepared
carry out programs and could be developed with poverty
ConHarlem'z
minister of
priority ex- adequate participation from beginning of the training vent Avenue Baptist or eaten.
determine
Most alarming says the
penditures in meeting the the community; the establish- period; and ,full opportunity Church, presided at the press
psys icians alneeds the Na tion has ment of new businesses and for further training and up- conference. A 1 so
present Washington
accumulate. Industry to meet the growing grading must be built in." were the Rev. James P. lergists-researchers in their
to
permitted
The despair and disillusion- needs of the Nation and to
statement Breeden, Director of the article is that the substance
The
NCNC
ment among black people participate in the rebuilding praised the press and the office of Church and Race, which the cockroaches leave
In America will not be in- of our cities, the assembly of many public figures who have Massachusetts
of behind cannot be destroyed,
Council
tercepted-peace will not be technical skills and experi- called for massive economic Churches; the Rev. Dr. they have found, even by
acIdeved-unless the historic ence to put into action development of the cities. •Gayraud S. Wilmore, di- cooking foods at a temp-rawrong which has denied proposals initiated by the "It is only this kind of rector of the Commission on ture of 212 degrees Fahecn
full Religion and Race, United heit.
us a stake in this Nation's Negro community."
full-scale
effort, in
What is needed, they c inChurch; the
Presbyterian
Phillips, clude, is a national camRev. C h a nning
Uaited Church of Christ, paign and research on the
Washington, D. C. and Dr. best methods of getting rid
Hedge m a n, almost entirely of cockAnna A r nold
Associate for Racial Justice, roaches and roaches in slum
National Council of Churches. areas.
WASHINGTON, D.C., —
The National Committee of I
a
`Tegro Churchmen, in
Statement released last week
has called for the creation of
a National Economic Development Bank to provide the
Negro community with capital resources "to fashion
their rightful stake in the
capital ec momy of this
Nation."

AfIrRefions
at the MID-SOUTH

FREE

All Your Clothes Mildew
Proofed, Moth Proofed,
Odor Proofed & Sizedd

Tom Collins?

Make it perfect.

COLISEUM

Something for Everyone . . . at the 1967

CItssifieds
JAckson 6-8397
in Memphis. .. Sept. 22-30
DOC &
FESTUS

'OH,SAY, CAN YOU SEE..
Grace Cobbs, of Detroit (foreground), leads
the National Baptist Convention, U. S. A.,
Inc., in singing the national anthem as NBC
president, the Rev. J. H. Jackson of Chicago
—
-

(left). and Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey sing along. Vice President Humphrey
addressed the convention's meeting in Denver. (UPI Telephoto)

ELECT
MRS. ROBERT W.(ANNE)
SHAFER
Dedicated to the Betterment
of Memphis

for CITY COUNCIL
AT.LARGE, POSITION 1
A Record of Community Service, Citizenship,
Courage, Honesty, and Common Sense

SEPT. 28 lop
..
A & 830 p.m.

World
Chompronth/p

THE

RODEO

ROY ROGERS
& DALE EVANS

SEPT. 22 at 8:30 P.M.
SEPT. 23 at 1:30, 4.30, 8 30
SEPT. 24 at 1:30 & 4:30

MARTY
ROBBINS
tan

with the

Country 'n
Western Show
SEPT 29 of 4 & 8 30

TICKETS NOW ON SALE

$350 • $300 • $250.$200
CHILDREN Si in $2 Sections

SHOW
Sim the Sons of the

P,onipers

THE

tOt
JIM
NABORS
SHOW

/In

All•STAllt CAST

SEPT. 30 at 4 & 8.30
MAIL ORDERS . COLISEUM
GOLDSMITH'S DOWNTOWN
Enclose stamped, self
addressed inwelope.'
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RACIAL GROUPS QUIZZED

S. Africa Olympic
Query Continues

Syracuse Grooms Csonka
As Little Replacement

Little
SYRACUSE, N.Y. --(UPI)--ISU history-but he may not markable success when
year.
last
injured
was
Csonka,
razzle-dazzle.
the
-need
Syracuse U n i v ersity's us
All•
JOHANNESBURG (UPI) — take part in the 1968 Olympic ,..,fl y uncomplicated offense has a strong candidate for
good thing for
89E This is a
needs
year,
this
little
American
a
around
games.
three-man
switched
been
The leader of a
Syliacese, because Schwartzwalcareer
by coach Ben Schwartzwalder yards to top Little's
Olympics investigation commitder's raze-dazzle has probAn training for the fall football tots' of 2,704. which gave Little lems.
tee, which is probing South
over
record
rushing
Orange
the
!season.
Africa's fitness to be readmiteBusschere
recent scrimmage, the late Ernie Davis, who in Soph quarterback Rich PanI At a
ted to the world sports arena,
r was drilling tura had topped former Cleve- czyszyn (rhymes with transi.
with
:Schwartzwalde
interviews
that
said
his troops on halfback-to-quar• land Brown great Jimmy Brown tion) a star runner and passer
going "ex-'
Signs
rts
leaders were
spo
. terback passes, halfback op- when he was at Syracuse.
tremely well."
with the frosh team and in the
—(UPI)— For-,tions and was even using a,
DETROIT
alumni game, was set
spring
adLord Killanin of Ireland add- ward Dave DeBusschere signed,double wing, when the old! The Stow, Ohio, fullbach,
a starter, but has come
be
to
the
to
forward
looking
mits
opthe
having
238
are
ed: "We
a •five-year contract with thelstandby hand-off came to
with a sore arm. The man he
portunity of meeting sports of- Detroit Pistons today for a l pound fullback Larry Csonka, fact enemy defense will no up
to replace, last year's
ficials from each racial group. reported r.200.O00, a raise from I who bulled through the middle longer be distracted by Little. was
an quarterback Rick Cassata, bad
keyed
the
have
to
like
"I
ach con- almost untouched.
"I am pleased to say every- his previous player-co
me," he says, and he had re a winter knee operation.
tract.
openly.
quite
speaking
"You forgot we had that one,
is
one
Nobody has brought up politics DeBusschere, who was bounc- didn't you?" Schwartzwakter
in any of our discussions • ed from the coaching job last kidded the players serving as
eves though most of the dele- season, inked the longest-term defensive opposition.
gates with whom we have
contract ever signed by a The may have forgotten it,
spoken have been from nonPiston player, general manager but the chances are the real
white bodies."
Edwin E. Coil said.
opposition, starting with Baylor
here Sept. 23. will not. Csonka
Lord Killanin is leading a
under
been
had
DeBusschere
the other memaveraged more than 900
delegation
has
three-year contract for a yards on the ground his first
bers are Sir Adetokumbo Ade- a
$100,000.
two years at SU, and figures
mola of Nigeria and Reginald reported
which
—
Kenya
of
Alexander
"Dave actually had one year to lead this year's cloud-of-dust
is charged with assessing South to go on his old three-season offense.
NEW ORLEANS —(UPI)— Dupree in the second and sixth
Africa's sports situation and contract as coach and player,"
Little, who
with
whistling left
Eddie "Bossman" Jones landed rounds
preparing a report for the In- Coil said. "But he had an un- All-America Floyd
combined with Csonternational Olympic Commit- derstanding with Fred Zollner at halfback
solid com:.-inations to the head hooks.
rushing last
tee (IOC) based at Lausanne. (Piston owner) that in the ka for 1,832 yards
almost at wiil to earn a unani- The Los Angeles native, now
year. is now with the Denver mous 10-round decision over has a lifetime record of 26-4.
the
to
happened
something
event
On the basis of the report,
Broncos.
Jimmy Dupree at the Munici- Dupree, who hails from New
the IOC will decide whether coaching aspect of DeBussYork City, has a 20-4-1 mark.
pal Auditorium.
South Africa — barred last chere's employment, we were Schwartzwalder is trying to
cham- Each weighed 170 one-fourth
lightweight
the
Jones,
a
with
new
Little
of
one
loss
the
offset
write
and
down
sit
to
politime because of its racial
few pass plays, rare in recent pion of California, staggered pounds.
cies — will be permitted to contract as a player only."

D

Fat Pact

UNANIMOUS DECISION

Jones Takes Easy
Win Over Dupree

Esso Car Care Center
Specials-of-the-week:
Shape up your car for the football weekends!

ROOKIE forward Warren Isaac
(left) blocks jump shot attempt by
rookie forward Mike Wittman during warm-up drill at St. Louis

A's To Withdraw Labor
Charges Against Finley

Complete 14-Point
Engine Tune-up:
• Replace spark plugs, points, • Check engine compression
• Check PCV valve
condenser,rotor
Set point dwell
•
timing
Set
•
• Check wiring
• Adjust engine idle

795

All this for as little as1

•
•
•
•

NEW YORK (UPI) — The by Finley for alleged miscon- "The players recognize the
Major League Players' associ- duct aboard a chartered flight owners' authority and right to
ation agreed Tuesday to with- from Boston to Kansas City
direct the management of the
draw charges of unfair labor on Aug. 3.
ball club and to exercise all
practices by Kansas City owner
• •
Charles 0. Finley which had The commissioner said that rights incidental thereto," said
been filed with the National was the only disciplinary action Eckert. "In turn, the owner
taken by Finley "that was
Labor Relations Board.
placed in issue by the request recognizes that the players are
Baseball commissioner Wil- for review before the corn- entitled to rely on policies as
liam D. Eckert made the an- missioner."
communicated to them by mannouncement after meeting for
agement's
authorized
repretwo days with Finley, his In an apparent compromise sentatives.
head
off
to
a
City
playdesigned
lawyers and Kansas
major,
er representative Jack Aker. dispute between the players "It is management's position
At the same time, Eckert association and Finley, both,that at no time did it consaid that he will review the sides -ecognized the rights ofitemplate taking future action
Lew the other in the formal 280-against the players or any of
suspension of pitcher
Krauss* on Sept. 28. Krausse word statement issued by Eek-!them as a consequence of this
I dispute," Eckert continued •
was fined $500 and suspended ert.

Clean oil breather cap
Clean battery post and cables
Adjust mixture
Analyze complete engine system

for most 8-cylinder cars.
(Parts included.) Usually
2433

Brake Relining
For Safety's Sake, Check Your Stopping Power!
95

Get this thorough, 11-point brake system inspection and relining for just 1

(On all 4 wheels)' Usual price

• New linings all four wheels

• Check hoses

• Inspect wheel cylinders
• Inspect grease seals

•

• Inspect drums

A New Idea in Car Repairs-We Call it "Customer Satisfuctibn."

2295

• Check master cylinder
• Lubricate shoe contacts
• Bleed and refill hydraulic
stem
• Adjust to roper pedal height

• Grind linings for proper
contact

Hawks training action at Concordia
College fieldhouse. Isaac played at
Iona College and Wittman is from
Miami University. (UPI)

Road testis'.

Offers good only through Sept.16th, 1967.
Charge all repairs on your Esso Credit Card.
Other special credit terms available.

Ncs
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,‘".
V.41°
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SOUTHGATE CAR CARE CENTER

to switch to the
Smooth Canadian,
Seagram's V.O.

1890 S. THIRD ST. AT BELZ

PHONE 948-0419

ACROSS FROM SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
-

PHONE 948-0410
C'

A

"Jlf,

SO MEARS Ott 86t PROOF SEAGRAM OtInUill COMM,. II 1.C.

. ..
4•11011.

Red,white and blue nest egg
If you're like most Americans, you probably intend
to use your Savings Bonds as a down payment on
a house,to help send a child to college or otherwise
upgrade your standard of living.
You don't need to feel one whit less patriotic
because of this.
The fact that you and tens of millions of other
Americans buy and hold U.S. Savings Bonds helps
Uncle Sam manage his financial affairs better
and puts him in a position to be a stronger voice
and a stronger power in the free world

And the fact that you and these other millions of
Americans have accumulated the savings you have
—46 billions in E and H Savings Bonds alone—is
one of the reasons why Americans are financially
strong and reliant. And their individual strength
is the strength of the nation.
When the communists make one of their favorite
statements—that they're going to "bury us"
economically—your savings and your support of
your country are mighty powerful answers. Keep
building both with U.S. Savings Bonds.

Keep freedom in your future with

i. 11141. I..a._r

U.S.SAVINGS BONDS

I my 'sr sir faberusiao. like Treasury Deportowed Sudo M.Advert:91w Cote/wit watt this newspaper for &dr poloist* atopsrs.

Quick facts about
U. S. Savings Bonds
• You get $4 for every $3
at maturity
• You can get your money
anytime
• Your Bonds are replaced free if lad, destroyed, or stolen
• You can save automat-

ically on Payroll Savings

4

0111111111.011mIswattE,
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Sports Horizon

areaoutNo
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am)Keepyour
tonics are

CHICAGO CLIPS EAGLES

Timmy, out with a pulled
hamstring
muscle, became the
Overall, the 14-0 Chicago
Bears win over the Philadelphia first player in league history
Eagles last Saturday night in to run back two kickoffs for
Memorial Stadium was not touchdowns in the same g ime
typical of the action usually when he pulled off the feat
exhibited in National Football against Dallas last season. Like
the great Jim Brown, Timmy
League play.
considering
seriously
a
There was little to cheer is
about until the third period career in Hollywood. Bob, a
opening kickoff was returned giant 295-pound offensive tackle
50 yards to midfield by the has been given a special block
Bears' great Gayle Sayers. by the Eagles which usually
When Larry Rakestraw, the results in his side of the line
third Chicago quarterback that being driven completely out of
saw action, hit Johnny Morris the play.
with a 11-yard pass to put the Speaking of defense, it was
ball on the Eagles 39, it Ed 0'Bradovich who made
appeared that the game's first Snead hurry his pass in the
score was forthcoming. How- final period to set up the
touchdown.
ever,
moments later
free Bears' s e c ond
safetyrnan Joe Scarpati chilled Richie Pettibon intercepted on
the scoring threat by intercept- his 23 and returned 52 yards
ing for Philadelphia and re- tn a fine run before Israel
turning to his own 41. Sayers Lang of Tennessee Add, the DOCUMENT TV BIAS—Bill
and 44 per cent of the bason the exclusion of Negro
stole the ball from Scarpati last Eagle tackler, was ablt to
White of the Philadelphia
ketball players. But the
makers of teleathletes
by
and scampered to paydirt. The haul him down on the 25. On Phillies, left, Gustav Hensurvey
Negroes
showed
vision commercials. A City
play
was nullified because the second play from the 24, ingburg, assistant to the
appearing
University
in
5
per
of
cent of
New
York
Sayers
Rakestraw
slantfound
the officials ruled the theft
president of NAAC PLegal
ing past the goal posts with a
Negroes
commercials
showed
television
survey
occurred after the whistle.
the
Defense and Educational
Rakestraw,
the
four-year perfect pitch. Sayers made a Fund, Inc., and Claude
monitored. The LDF has
make up 30 per cent of the
veteran from Georgia, was by tumbling catch in the end cone. "Buddy" Young of the
major league baseball playfiled a complaint with the
far the most effective signal Percival added the point.
Federal
C o mmunications
National Football League,
ers, 26 per cent of the maMCRAE ON TAXI SQUAD
caller of either team. Coach
Commission.
jor league football players
conduct a press conference
George Halas went to Rake- The 22,908 might have been
straw after Jack Concannon let down a little by the lull in
and Rudy Bukich failed to the first half action. On the
generate any offensive spark other hand, there were sonic
c i r cumstances.
in the Bears. Rakestraw set extentuatmg
up the first touchdown for The Eagles were down to two
the Bears when he unreeled quarterbacks, and with Hill
40,11•4111,../LAKII*44,11011JC•0411•.117•••4021.4 04•4014.4BaAnga,p14•C‘Ingaii
GO% SOANCia. t
a 27-yard zig-zag run with out, Kuharich wanted a long
about six minutes gone in look at Dial, the Eastern New
the third period. After Brian Mexico State rookie. In addieon
1By EARL S. CLANTON. III the team's practice progress
Piccolo was thrown for a. yard to the already mentioned inAfter just one week of prac- Merritt revealed, "Cur offenloss Rakestraw hit Dick Gordon`jured Eagles add Mike Ditka,
with a 39-yard strike down tne the strong tight end received
tice, coach John A. Merritt sive backfield is in real good
sidelines. Gordon, who corn- from the Bears in a trade, and
went through his final selection shape. Before practice startplained about not being thrown rookie running back Harry The Federal Job Information
ed, we were concerned about
Center at Memphis has an- for Tennessee State University'
to enough by Bear passers Wilson from Nebraska.
depth. Our starters Leroy Motand probably would be with menting with their quarterback nounced the following examina- 55-man varsity squad that will
and Wayne Re.se, setton
another club except for some corps with Bukich, the I3-year tions with range of starting sal- open September 15 on the west
backs;
and Joe Cooper, flankbehind the scenes maneuver- veteran from Southern Cal, aries:
coast against San Diego State
YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
Mobile Equipment Oparn- College.
ing by Chicago. pulled in the being given every chance to
er, replaced the 103S of Gene
tor: from $1.64 to $333
pigskin near the goal and show that he can cut the
SCHOOL ITEMS
"We'll have 77 men on the Bowen, Bill Tucker and Nolan
an hour.
the mustard. It appear that on the
for
across
fell
Smith,
but
Fill
during
in
Spring
practhe
order
blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
program,
but 22 of them will
Telephone Operator: $4,269
Percival strength of the showings by
touchdown.
M a ck
tice after Reese and Company
Rakestraw in the 42-14 rout of
to $4,776 per year.
booted the extra point.
be red-shirted this year," Merwe looked mighty thin.
the St. Louis Cardinals and
Professional Nurse: $5,331 ritt explained.
SAYERS SCORES
YOUR NAME
"We were fortunate in pickMother's name
to $6,451 a year.
The consistent bright spot last week in leading the Bears
For their pigskin campaign
ing up the most sought after
the
half
against
second
in
the
Inhalation
was
the
Therapist:
rush
Bears
that
S5.331
the
this year, the Merrittmen start
for
Address_
Albert Davis and Clarence
to $6,451 per year.
quarterbacks Eagles that Papa Bear Halas
kept
E a g les
with 28 returning lettermen
Number of papers wanted weekly
Medical Technician: 5.331 from last year's undefeated Love as running backs plus
Benjy Dial and Norm Snead has his starting signal caller.
Phone
David
number...._.,.
Davis,
flankerback.
from
9Rae,
ex-Manassas
Frank
M,
to $6.451 per year.
team that includes all-overyoff balance most of the night.
Medical Radiology Techni- body's quarterback Eldridge our first year personnel," MerLed by the bull-like charges of linesman who was signed out
,
Mail to: TRI-STATE _DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee,
cian: $5,331 to $5,867 per Dickey, and both offensive and ritt beamed. The Alcoa High
Dick Butkus, Dick Evey. Frank of Tennessee A&I last year,
school
prep
Dayproducts—
the
•
-,
Cornish and John Johnson, was in town with the Bears
defensive lines. Last
year.
seasons brothers— have brightened
Philly was well contained while but he didn't dress out. The Written tests are required Dickey was the team's most
our offensive picture."
the
end
Bears
will
be
on
6-6
for telephone operator and honored athlete.
absorbing only its second loss
Al Davis missed several pracagainst five wins during the reserve squad again this year. mobile equipment operator.
"This early opening game
tice sessions with a pulled musexhibition season. Injuries to Halas was careful not to lose Applicants for other positions stepped up things at practice
As soon as Al returned to
such frontliners as Timmy the Memphian to the New will be rated on a scale of 1110 faster than we would have cle.
LOAN OFFICE
duty, his brother David puiled
Brown, Bob Brown and King Orleans Saints. Browns, and according to their skills and ordinarily," Merritt confessed.
FOE SALE: Choir Robes. Exceptional
pp
lame
with
a
strained
barnForty-Niners
inked
abilities no perform the duties "Yet our big disadvantage has
when he
Hill certainly didn't help the
Bargain. Renovated Gowns es losn. •
162-164411 SEALE ST.
i easl
string muscle in his right leg. ig
chances of the Eagles. The McRae to his 1968 contract a of the position.
been the cool weather :or this
reciver,"
"As
a
ofpass
all-Pro Browns (Timmy and year ahead of time. McRae Applications and further in- time of year. It has not allowed
MONEY TO LOAN
fensive coach Alvin Coleman
Bob) worked out but Coach stated after the game that formation may be obtainedi us to get in top condition which
confessed,
Davis
will
"David
ON
ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
wants them Cleveland was very hot after from the Federal Job Informa- has accounted for a number
Joe Kuharich
of
action
this
a
season.
lot
see
that
relief
get
minutes
la
agony
suffer
Why
making
his tion Center, 167 N. Main street, of annoying
ready when the NFL season him. He is now
uries.
ORA•JEL. Speed-release formula
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
Right now he is pushing Coop- lasts with
Memphis, Tenn., 38103.
home in Chicago.
gets underway Sunday.
Giving a quick appraisal of
puts it to work quickly to relieve
er for the starting slot."
throbbing toothache pain.
NO
LOAN TOO SMALL
by many dentisht.
"We had about 10 mioutes of Recommended
Ask your pharmacist for
controlled scrimmage yesterUnredeemed Pledges On Sale
and
day," Merritt off red
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL IA 64450
_ Dickey's timing was a little
off. You know, he missed the
first four practice days which
4
! gave us a chance to get a
lot of work out of other quarterbacks like Jerome Whidbee and
Bob Shannon."
TERMITES-ROACHES
6°,
1"
f
kt
ial&
I,
Ot
i
Whidbee is a soph amore and
WATER BUGS-RATS
Shannon is a junior who is
WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF APPLIANCES
Licensed and Bonded
slated to spell signal calling
US BEFORE YOU ARE
CALL
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
and share the punting duties
EMBARRASSED
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
with Dickey.

Big Blues Open Season
With San DiegoState

Federal Job

Center Lists

Znxion iyBiu

Six Positions

NEWSBOYS

NOTICE

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly?

Want Ads

EPSTEIN

TOOTHACHE

ora-jeI°

WHO MAKES AIR CONDITIONERS THAT DON'T FREEZE UP?

PEST

ATHAN'S fl
LOAN UFFICE

'EXTERMINATING CO:

N

ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS

"WE LILL TO uvt"

New decorator styling ... with features that provide
the space age approach to home air conditioning

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

r.

NEmg

8

Certified NEMA
capacities from
:i,000 to 32,000 BTU's

CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS

10,•1141 10151 1/1Iff 504/
Mill/11411AI
'FT
41111 SC I
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COMFORT GUARD"
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... and only WHIRLPOOL has "
COMFORT GUARD!
"

There are 34 RCA WHIRLPOOL air conditioners ... which is best for you?
•

HERE ARE JUST A FEW ACE SPECIALS ...
Model APM0112 3

RCA AIR.
CONDITIONER

4
9
m,500 pBTU
odel
RCAA Arit
S-4
I CONDITIONER

16995

'
1899
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HEY NEIGHBOR!
Is the news of your
club, your church, your
school, your civic group
showing up in your
newspaper?
If it isn't, thepe's
something y o u should
do about it. Appoint a
public relations chairman. Have that person
call Tri State Defender,
JA

NO MONEY DOWN!NO PAYMENT'TR.SEPTEMBER!
WHY WORRY? LET US
,,Do 'four Electrical Wring Properly. Postai Tout Ai Cooditi000r. Sol You Ho" Prow
111117•• Ai! Conelitioner You Ne.d—.iuci Combine Ai on One Easy-to-Poe Confrect.

WIRIN
ORDER BY PHONE
POW QUICK
DELIVERY!

ACIAPPIMICE Co.
L L sAnIN
R. O. SIMI

EAST
PLENTY OP FREE PARKING

1WHITEHAVEN

3431 Samar
P1Hmo 324-4406

ATVS Hwy. it se.
Pi... 394.09911

FRAYSER

LAMAR

1111 Meow
111.7. 11 NA
Moses 3511-4115

814 UMW
nem 324-6116

ALL 4 STORES OPEN TH. 1 P.M. EVERY NIGHT
•

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

O.Z. EVEItS
MORE

8,200 BTU

AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

CALL

6-8397.

We'll explain h o w
your news should be
prepared, how it should
be sent in.
If you're not getting
your fair share of coverage, that's a situation
we can help you correct.
NOTICE!
Deadline for all news 5
p.m. Sunday.

FOR FREE ESTIMATES

PH. FA 7-6033

176 AL 172 DEAL STREET JA 6-5300a

THE TRI-STATE D'ENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defentier Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following Locations:
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath
ALDALE CA 511 GROCERY
862 Wellington
527.8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
2547 Brood Avenun
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526.9940
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
9 a.m.•12 rum.
COLLEGE ST.SUNDRY
1140 College
CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION
SHOP
550 Vance
EWING ESSO SERVICE
STATION
867 Mississippi
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Rood
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Pork Ave.
324.9322
GOSS PHARMACY
448 Walker Avenue
HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. McLemore
J. B. SUNDRY
615 Vance Avenue
JEL DRIVE.IN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Pork Avenue
452-3101
-Speedy Delivery
PARK MUCK DRIVE INN GRO.
2268 Pork Ave.
BELLE VUE 7/11 DRIVE INN GM&
1904 S. Bollonvo
J&J SUNDRY
2119 Choke° Aso.
_PEARSON GPO.
3540 Weaver Rd.

KAUFFMAN DRIVE-IN
GROCERY
1297 Lauderdale
K-LONDYKE FOOD
CENT-ER
1287 Vollentine
276.9509
Fresh Meats & Veg.
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Vollentin•
272-3112
Free Delivery
L & H SUNDRY
142 Silverago
McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2032 Boyle Avenue
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines & Newspopers
All Out of Town Newspapers
10 N. Main
526-9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942•1712
Pres. & D.I. Service
POST OFFICE •
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG e2
209 Beak
PROSPECT RE XALL
224.3 S. Bellevue Blvd.
ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Cornea
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1918 Loutlembelo
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Parkway E.
948.4531

RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178W. W•chell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
252 E. Mc Lemore
948457 S
Pres. &
Service
SUARE7 PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 — 526.9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZ1ER DRUGS
2192 Choloiso
276-2588
Pr... 8. Del. Service.
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Road
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455E. Trigg t
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 'lance
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Avonue
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGTON
251 E. McLentorir
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rood
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Avenue
526-9920
LENOW SUNDRY
2086 Chelsia
LINCOLN SUNDRY
652 Richmond
WELLINGTON ST.SUNDRY
918 S. Wellington
PRESCOTT DRUGS
S. Bellevue &Gill
LITTLE LITE SUNDRY
1649 Lathan,
GENERAL DRUGS
281 W. Mitchel!

